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THE SOCIAL ASPECTS OF CONFUCIANiai AND TAOISM

I. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

1. Differentiation between Religion and Philosophy:

It is supposed hy the western world that Confucianism and Taoism

are religions rather than forms of philosophy, logic, or moral codes,

but in fact, they are not religions. Before we discuss religion we

must realize that which religion is and what distinctions exist between

religion and ethics. Confucianism and Taoism had been deeply rooted in

China and likewise were they mixed with the primitive religions of

ancient days. They are not religions in their nature. Then, what is

religion?

Let us look at Y/illiam A. Brown's definition. " Religion is that

phase of man's experience which leads him to look up for higher power

and to confess his dependence on it, to offer to that higher power that

homage of all reverence or awe which we call worship, and to take such

action as he believes will attract the favor of the deity or conform

to his will". (1)

The second definition, given by Pratt, is as follows: " Religion

is the serious and social attitude of individuals and commvmities toward

the power or powers with the conception to have ultimate control over

their interests and destinies," (2) Another definition is one given

by Troelsch, " Religion is a certain self-determination of whole

personality toward the being and essence of reality, as an experienced

consciousness of the absolute spiritual content and meaning of existence,

not reducible to morality or metaphysics." (3)

— C1afl.3 Nnten^ "Sociology ol Religion" , Prof. Zahaiser. 1952
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A3 a result of the above statements, religion is the conception of

Gk)d and His relation to human beings. In this regard, bothConfucianism

and Taoism have not told us what God is. There is no Bible, no book

guarded by ministers of religion as the basis of the system they conduct,

no theology concerning the reconciliation between God and man, for the

teaching preserved by ancient scholars is the study of the Classics,

Confucius, nominally the fo\inder of the Philosophy bearing his

name, lived 551-479 B.C. Traveling as an itinerant preacher of social

reform, he supplied a body of writings which became a distinctive line

of Chinese Literature, However, it is not necessary to think of him as

a revolutionary, appealing for radical innovations, but rather as an

ardent apostle of the Classics, attempting through their more perfect

application to better the State. " I am a transmitter, not a maker" (1)

he says in his own words, and in some way he might be called a profound

and original thinker of his day. In order to understand correctly his

teachings and the effects they have produced, let us glance at the

early Chinese History to gain some acquaintance with the sources from

which Confucius drew his inspiration.

The Chinese, as ancient history indicates, were not the original

possessors of the land, but pilgrims and strangers instead. Holding

this supposition, although there are numerous theories regarding the

original cradle and soxirce of the race, no evidence has yet been found

to warrant the assumption of any definite conclusion in the matter. As

we look into the dim period of the distant past, it seems that they

2. CONFUCIUS AND HIS RELATION TO CHINESE HISTORY:

*

laxning**, ( Chijiese C las sic) by Confucius
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wandered eastward from the west. Some scholars maintain that they proh-

al)ly came along the southern slope of the Teenshan range, until they

reached the northern bend of the Yellow River in Latitude 41. There,

after a weary journey through the Mongolian Desert, they entered upon a

land so rich and productive that they stopped their wanderings and started

loosening the soil, casting the seed and bringing forth abundant crops.

Here, also, the temperature was so mild and the rain-fall so ideal, that i

must have appeared to them like a promised land. Thus the first home of

the Chinese people in the Middle Kingdom was founded.

Like the Israelites in the land of Canaan, the Chinese were far

from being allowed to take possession of the land without resistance.

They found the land flowing with milk and honey, but they had to fight

their way step by step sigainst the tribal owners of the soil. However

those barbaric hordes, with their crude weajxDns and disjointed actions,

were xmable to resist the superior cohesion of the Chinese and were forced

to retreat into the mountains. But in spite of their flight into the

moxmtains, Chinese settlement had to be undertaken with great caution.

As the main body pushed on, colonies were planted at strategical points

on its course, under the direction of the Pastors of men" (1), as

Mencius calls them in his memoirs on his teacher, Confucius.

It was with the reign of Yao that China entered the Golden age of

her history. The Book of History edited by Confucius, commences with

these words: " Anciently there was an Hnperor Yao, all-informed,

intelligent, accomplished, and thoughtful (2) We may imagine

how the Chinese Civilization was climbing to its first stage of develop-

ment. The following are quotations from Dr. Legge: If we are to accept

ciufl, ^eng-Tge^F
(2) Confucius, The Book of History^*, p. 2
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the received account of his reign, this description does not do more than

justice to his character. His first care, we are told, was to advance

the able and virtuotis officeirjin the state, and finally he united and

harmonized the myriad states of the empire; and, lo! the black-haired

people were transformed. He appointed astronomers to calculate and

delineate the movements and appearances of the sun, the moon, the stars

and the zodiacal spaces; and he then determined the seasons and the

length of the year. He adopted intercalary months, and the calendar he

arranged is that which is still in use in China." ( 1)

Yao was succeeded by another Unperor, Shun. Shun was not the son

of Yao, but had been chosen to share the throne with him, XJpon the

death of the older man. Shun took complete control. Like his predecessor,

he was profound, wise, accomplished and intelligent. He was mild,

respectful, and quite sincere. One of his first public oatts, after

having still further perfected the astronomical calculations of Yao, was

l.o_sacxi_fi_ce_to_ Shan£t^,_the_Supxem^ He sacrificed

specially, at least in spirit, to Shangti, with all purity and reverence

in heart to Him," (2)

This is the first time in Chinese history that religious worship

has been mentioned, though the expressions used plainly imply the wor-

ship of Shangti, at least, had previously existed. It is to this

Supreme Being that all the forms of highest adoration have been offered

by the Chinese in different ages. By his^ Shangti 's; decree, as was

believed in ancient days, kings were made and rulers executed judgment.

In His hands were the issues of life and death; and whom He blessed

(1) Legge, "The Life and Teaching of Confucius", p, 8
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was blessed, and whom he cursed, was ciirsed. The following quotation
|

is the opinion of the first Catholic priest who came to visit China

in early days, and the term "Shangti** is thus observed. In all prob-

ability the worship of Shangti in ancient Chi«Awas similar to our wor-

ship of Jehovah; and the sacrifice held by the Chinese was in every

sense proper and reasonable. In some ways their belief toward God and

the means of sacrifice is almost the same as ours. By degrees, however,

corruptions crept in, and though Shangti always remained the supreme

object of veneration, they saw no disloyalty to Him in rendering homage

to the powers of nature which they learned to personify. Thus the worship

of different spirits was adopted." (1) On this worship of Shangti, by

Bnperor Shun, and his good attitude toward the people, Confucius reflected

much and from them his scheme of social reform was inspired.

Meanwhile, the standard of morality was high and the empire was

ruled according to twelve provinces. The ministers of agriculture,

crime, works, forests, religious worship and music were officially

appointed to the posts. This was revealed from the conversation between

Shun*s vice-regent Yu, •* 'What are the nine virtues?* and the adviser

replied, ' affability combined with dignity; mildness combined with

firmness; bluntness combined with respectfulness; aptness for government,

combined with reverence; docility combined with boldness ; straightforwardness

combined with gentleness; easiness combined with discrimination; vigor

combined with sincerity; and valour combined with righteousness. * (2)

(1) Quoted from Original Translation from a Chinese Christian Magazine,
*The Presbyterian Daily Review**, 1929, p. 84

(2) Confucius, "The Book of Odes", p. 101
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These characteristics, had the embodiment of the scene of what we

call the Golden Age in the Chinese History, Moreover, the excellent sovere-

igns, Yao, and Shtm, might be praised by a comparison with the dynasties

which had immediately followed. The morality which had distingTiished

these emperors disapi)eared under the rule of their successors, until

licentiousness, disorder, and anarchy reached their height under the

infamous tyrant Kee Wang, who ascended the throne in the year 1818 B.C.

This "injurer of men and destroyer of many", (1) as he was called,

exhausted both the men and the means of his empire by constant wars with

the neighboring states. Under his rule, affairs of government were neg-

lected, and people cried aloud for relief from the tyranny to which they

were subjected. A Comparison between the disorder which reigned in their

own provinces and the quiet contentment of the people of the neighboring

state of Shang of which King T'ang was the ruler, could not but force the

people to severe resentment toward the situations.

At last the tyranny became intolerable, and King T'ang appealed to

the people to take up arms. Like a Heaven-missioned savior, he addressed

the people and declared war upon the tyrant. The struggle was of short

d\iration. The tyrant was soon surrested, the troops disbanded and Xing

T*ang was welcomed with joy by the people. Prom this and other events

Confucius concluded that * the people are naturally good and docile, and

if they were well governed they will not do wrong, even though rewards

be offered for it." (2)

In the person of King T'ang, the conqueror, there appesured a reflec-

tion of the virtues of Yao and Shun. Ifermony and tranquility pervaded

(1) Confucius, "The Book of History,", p. 235

(2) Confucius, " The Spring and Autumn Annals", p. 247
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the empire, agricultxire floxiriahed, and blessings rested on the new land.

With the death of several successors, the country again fell into dis-

order, and another tyrant ascended to the throne. As at the close of the

last dynasty, so now a leader arose who drew all men to him, and

claiming the same Heaven-sent mission as that fulfilled by T'ang, he

took the field against the tyrant. This leader was Woo-^/ang, the Duke

of Chow. He overthrew the despotic sovereign, made himself king and

introduced a new era of prosperity and good government. He dispossessed

all incompetent office-holders and promoted only those who proved them-

selves worthy and able. In favoring these revolutions from a social

view-point, Confucius wrote as follows: •* He attached great importance

to the people's being taught the duties of the ^ive__re^lat_ions__oX £o_ci_etj[;

to (A) their being well fed, (B) the affection between father and son,

(C) justice between ruler and subject, (D) relations between husband and

wife, and (E) friend to friend. He showed the reality of truthfulness

and proved clearly his righteousness. He honored virtue and rewarded

merit. Then he had only to let his robes fall down, and fold his hands,

and the empire was governed," (1)

These previous events had so strengthened the doctrine of Confucius

that a king's title to his throne lasted only as long as he followed

the dictates of Heaven, and that when he swerved persistently from the

right course it was the privilege of the people to dethrone him. On the

virtue and wisdom of the Duke of Chow, Confucius was never tired of

expatiating, and he looked upon it as a great model of success,.

(1) Confucius, * The Great Learning**, p. 134-135





As the yeara went by, the Royal Path of the great Chow dynasty

declined and the kings departed far from the virtues of their ancestors.

There was a prince hy the name of Mu Wang, who, in his celebration of

his hundredth birthday, drew up a penal code under which a regular scale

of fines was allowed for the redemption of punishments. This challenged

the condemnation of many sages. Confucius did not condemn him on the basis

that these enactments first opened the door to official bribery and corrup-

tion, which even now remain a great blot upon Chinese History. Henceforth,

misruling was led to its ultimate height, and the country was torn by

discord and laid desolate by wars. Husbandry was neglected and plunder,

rapine, became common. Such was the state of China when Confucius,

the founder of Confucianism, and Lao-Tsze, the founder of Taoism, were born.

As a result of his diligent study of history and his reflection on

chaos and disorder in the present, Confucius knew how much could sometimes

be done by one man. He had learned that Yao, Shun, Woo ( the Duke of Chow)

had, at different times, restored the empire from a state of anarchy to a

condition of peace and tranquility by the force of their examples and the

influence of their teachings. Believing himself to be a Heaven-sent

messenger to repeat their reforms, he labored day and night to impress

upon his hardened contemporaries the evils of their day. In spite of all

his good intentions and efforts, he found little but abuse everywhere.

The following quotation will show his embarassment in his day, and the

jj

conetmporary attitudes toward him. We have seen how completely
II

|| unsuccessful he was in his crusade against the iniquities of the time,

i

l| although it must be admitted that he had many of the qualities of a reformer.

His moral character was beyond reproach, he had great persistency, his





mental powers were of high order, and he was armed with arguments as

persxiasive as any which then or since have had currency in China. Where

he failed it was not likely that others would succeed. Many tried, and

most ended hy acting in harmony with the principle laid dovm by Confucius

that ' A superior man should not enter a tottering state', and retired

altogether from political life. Such men watched with scorn Confucius*

efforts. They saw him traveling through the coiintry from capitol to

capitol. No wonder they imputed to him ambitious and unworthy motives.

No wonder they sneered at him, as did a recluse of whom he asked his

way to Ts'ai ( the name of another state) and taunted him with his

courtier-like ways and proud airs,*' (1)

3. LAO-TSZE AND HIS RELATION TO CHINGSE HISTORY

Lao-Tsze, founder of Taoism, was himself a recluse. He was a deep

thinker and was, indeed, China's first great philosopher. He was

born about fifty years before Confucius. He reflected his environment

in a different extreme, manifesting an emphasis on the returning to

Tao, (The Way). This returning to Tao, or subjecting one's self to a

degree of quietness and humility which may cause a man to achieve immor-

tality, marks clearly the difference between Confucianism and Taoism.

While Confucius adhered to a social side of reform, Lao-tsze chose

the ascetic way of getting away from the world. Lao-tsze was advanced

in years when his great contemporary rose to eminence, and had long

since despaired of stemming the evil current of the age. He looked on

with supercilious contonpt at the futile efforts made by Confucius in

(1) Original Trcmslation from a Chinese Educational Journal,
Article, " Is Confucius a Sage?" in"China, and the Modern Education"

=.::..„^^^pp..94-a&
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the same direction. Because of his desire to avoid the world and not waste

his energy trying to better society, we know very little about the details

of his life and death, We have minute accounts of all that befell

Confucius from his early manhood to his grave; but in the case of Lao-tsse

no such intimacy is allowed. Even his parentage is surrounded with

uncertainty, of his life we know nothing except one or two facts, and

we are in ignorance of the manner of his death and the place of his

burial. And yet he was one of the deepest thinkers China ever produced.

According to the great Chinese historian, Sze-ma Tseen, Lao-tsze's

surname was Lee (a plum tree), his given name Vrh ( an ear), his style

Pih-yang, and his posthumous title Tan, or (flat-eared). His father

is said to have been a peasant, who married at the age of seventy to a

woman a little more than half his age. Some people doubt the very

existence of such a person as Lao-tsze and others still think he was

merely a fictitious character, but regarding him as a reality, it might

be proven that he was a man of virtue, driven from office into solitude

and oblivion by the cruelty and oppression of the time. History tells

us nothing of his boyhood or of his early manhood, but merely mentions

that he held office at the imperial court of Chow, as the Keeper of

the Archives, It was to him Confucius went to gain information on the

ancient rites and ceremonies of the state of Chow,

It reminds us of a similar thing which happened in Greek history,

in that while Lao-tsze was holding this post at the co\irt of Chow, Con-

fucius, like another Aristotle, visited the "Chinese Socrates", The

fifty-one years through which Confucius lived were accompanied by

many disappointments. This is testified by Chwang-tsze, another





philosopher of the time. Words of rehuke were immediately uttered t)y the

old philosopher concerning the reforaing zeal of Confucius; " If it he

known that he who talks errs hy excess in arguing, and that he who hears

is confused hy too much talk, the Way (Tao) can never be forgotten". (1)

Another occasion when Confucius had been enlarging on his admiration

for the eaicients because he sighed at the disorder of his day, the

cynical recluse (Lao-tsze) cut him short by saying, ** The men of whom

you speak, sir, have, with their bones, already mouldered into dust, and

only their words remain. If the superior man gets his opportunity, he

mounts his car and takes office; and if he does not get his opportionity,

he goes through life like a wisp of straw rolling over sand. I have heard

about a good merchant, who has treasure well stored, appears devoid of

resources, 8uid that the superior man of perfect excellence has an out-

ward semblance of stupidity. Put away, sir, your haughty airs and many

desires, your flashy manner and extravagant will, these are all unprofit-

able to you. This is all I have to say to you." (2)

Confucius retired, discomfited, and said to his disciples, " I know

how birds can fly, how fishes can swim, and how beasts can rxm. The

runner, however, may be snared, the swimmer may be hooked, and the flyer

may be shot with an arrow. But there is the dragon; I cannot tell how

he mounts on the wind through the clouds, and rises to heaven. Today I

have met Lao-tsze, and can only compare him to the dragon." (3)

The formalities and professions of virtue in which Confucius

delighted to indulge, and which were considered by Lao-tsze as far from

(1) Confucius, " The Book of Rites", p. 41

(2) Confucius, " Literary Dialectics", p, 108

(3) Ibid, p, 107
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12—
arriving at Tao, irritated the old philosopher who seems to have taken

a pleasure in shocking and mystifying his matter-of-fact visitor.

Prom these statements we see the great differences "between these

two philosophers. Another time, Lao-tsze saw Confuciiis engaged in study,

asked what hook he was reading. " The Book of Change**, replied Confucius;

• the ssiges of antiquity used to read it also*. " The sages were able to

read it**, answered the old philosopher, **but you, to what end do you read

it?** What is the grotmd work of the hook?** **It treats of humanity and

justice**, andthus answered the sage. Then Lao-tsze continued, ** the

justice and humanity of the day are no more than empty names; they

only serve to mask cruelty and trouble the hearts of men; disorder was

never more rife than at present. The pigeon does not bathe all day to

make itself white; nor does the crow paint himself each morning to

make itself black. The heaven is naturally elevated, the earth is

naturally gross; the sun and the moon shine naturally; the stars and

planets are naturally arranged in their places; the plants and the trees

fall naturally into classes; according to their species. So, sir, if you

cultivate Tao, if you throw yourself towards it with all your soul, you

will arrive at it. To what good is humanity and justice? You are like

a man who beats a drum while searching for truant sheep. Master, you only

trouble man*s natxirel" ( 1)

4. THE MAIN DIFFERENCES IN THEIK ORIGIN:

It is very interesting to know that these two philosophers were I

living at the same time, but althotigh their historical background is

the same, their many differences distinguishing their philosophical

(1) Confucius, **Literary Dialectics**, p. 324-325
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origins are clearly separated. No wonder that Confucius searched for twenty-

years for Tao and found it not. Very truly, he went in a wrong direction

and looked at the matter from a different angle. That is, he took it

from a purely social point of view. They could not agree with each other.

The following quotation will show the impulse and the truth of both

sides: If Tao said Lao-tsze, " could be offered to men, there is

„ no one who would not wish to offer it to his prince; if it could be

presented to men, there is no one who would not wish to present it to

his parents; if it could be announced to men, there is no one who would

not wish to annoTonce it to his brethren; if it could be transmitted to

men, there is no one who would not wish to transmit it to his children.

Why then are not you able to acquire it? This is the reason; it is

that you are incapable of giving It an asylum in the bottom of your

heart." ( 1)

To this Confucius could not reply, in the spirit of a Pharisee, by

;

pleading his works of merit. I have edited the Book of Odes", said

he, " the book of history, the Book of rites, the Treatise of Mucis, and

the Book of Transformations, and I have composed the Spring and iftumn

Annals; I have read the Maxims of the Ancient Kings; I have brought to

light the splendid deeds of the Sages, and yet no one deigns to employ
|

me. It is difficult, I see, to persuade men," ( 2)

•* The six liberal arts," replied Lao-tsze, " are an old heritage

from the kings of antiquity. That with which you occupy yourself results

only in obsolete examples, and all you do is walk in the footprints

(1) Lao-tsze, " Tao-teh-king", p 385

(2) Confucius, " The Book of Transifformation" , p. 801
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of the past, without producing anything new," (1)

Thus Confucius returned to his disciples, and for three days did

not utter a word. According to his own account, Lao-tsze exercised a comp-

lete fascination over him. Although he was shocked by the words of

Lao-tsze, he respected him in such a way that their intercourse was

frequent. He felt, when conversing with the older philospher, that

was in the presence of a master mind, and the merciless criticism of

his doctrine shattered his faith in the authenticity of its truth,

" At his voice," said Confucius to his disciples, " ray mouth gaped

wide, my tongue protruded, and my soul was plunged in trouble." (2)
|

Here is the restilt of the reflection of their thinkings; what seemed 1

essential and good to Confucius, was rejected by Lao-tsze. Moreover,
|

they were disagreed and were contrary one to the other. The difference
|

in their origins may be well shown as follows: to a disciple of Con-

fucius, Lao-tsze spoke in the strain as to his teacher, " The spots of

the tiger and of the leopard, and the agility of the monkey, are that

which exposes them to the arrows of the hunter "(3) Then, according

to Taoism, the haughty desires and ambitious zeal are the trouble-makers

of human misery!

In regard to the illustrious kings of antiquity, again Lao-tsze

poured forth his delightful opinion, " Such was the administration of

the illustrious kings, that their merits oversjjread the empire unknown

to themselves; the influence of their example extended to all beings;

they effected the happiness of the people without letting them feel

(1)Confucius, "The Book of Change*? p. 164

(2) Ibid, p. 165

(3) Lao-tsze , "The Book of Becompense" p. 89
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their presence. Their virtue was so sublime that hvman speech is unable to

express it ; J.h_ey__H ve^d^iii a.n_imp^nj8^^ and we£^e__ab3^rh^ed

_in_Tao^** (1)

To Confucius, this point of view might be unbelievable; "because

justice and humanity would be futile and meaningless unless they could

be carried into action. He emphasizes example and practice, while

Lsw)-tsze*s emphasis is negative. So much can be said about their origin

and the main differences of these two distinctive philosophies.

(1) Lao-tsze, "Tso-teh-king**, p. 84
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II. DISTINCTITS SOCUL imTURES IN CONPUCIANiaj AND TAOISK

1. CONFUCIUS AND HIS PHILOSOPHY.

In order to understand the philosophy of this great man, we must study

and investigate all the resources from which his influence is drawn.

Toward what goal he is striving, and what conclusion seems to he the

criterion of his philosophy of life. Reflecting on the chaos and STiffering

of his own day as compared with the (Golden age, fruitful of golden deeds)

reign of Yao and Shun, Confucius thought to reform society and change the

; morals of the people by imitating the characteristics of the Ancients.

j

It is not fair for a modern student to hlame him for his looking-hack;

because the social need of his day compelled him to do so.

The society was in urgent need of betterment, and therefore the trans-

formation of human character was necessary. He confessed that he knew nothing

about God who might have inspired him in his career. The only way remaining

for his zeal of social reconstruction was to draw inspiration from the

past. As a result of his laborious study of history which gave him the

devout admiration of the Golden age of Yao and Shun, he decided the sal-

vation of society was to be achieved by following their example.

Another incident which led Confucius to imitate the past was the

influence and mood of the society which he knew. He was brought up in

an agricultural age; with a scant population and immense material resources

the people had to be led by strong paternal rulers. Through the encourage-

ment and good will of those ancient kings, the Chinese then were ruled in

the Garden of Heaven'^, meaning the blessed land.





Confucius sought to find the secret of their success in relation to

the prosperity of the people under their judgment and jurisdiction and he

engaged in ardent study of the ancients, both politically and socially.

If we admit that the progress of civilization should he a gradual process,

then Confucius* dream of Utopia in his day was reasonable. Just as houses

canj^^e built without careful selection of tools and material, so the

enduring, attractive society must undergo gradual changes also. Therefore,

Confucius imagined that the first step to his goal was to restore "the

good old days**. Then the people would learn how to attain good morals

such as the ancients had had,

Ml* His_Insjtruct.ions. wid M_s W£a^i_z ing__oX 1.^®. Z^-A^J.

Confucius was a self-made man as most scholars who have definite

knowledge about him will recognize. We are told that at the age of

fifteen, " he bent his mind to learning". (1) When twenty-one years old,

Confucius studied archery, and in the following years took lessons in

music from the celebrated master, Seang. At thirty he tells us "he stood

firm", (2) and about this time his fame begsui to increase and many noble

youths enrolled as disciples. So he expressed a desire to visit the

Imperial Cotirt of Chow to confer on the subject of ancient ceremonies which

gave him more prominence as a teacher.

After the retirement from office which ended his career as an official,

he devoted his time to the more congenial task of imparting instruction to

a band of admiring and devoted students. He would have nothing to do with

(1) Confucius, "Literary Dialectics", p. 15

(2) Ibid, p. 16
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idle or stupid scholars. I do not open the truth, he said, * to one who

is not eager after knowledge, nor do I help any one who is not anxious to
j

explain himself. When I have presented one angle of a subject, and the

listener cannot learn from it the other three, I do not repeat my lesson. ''(I)

||

He felt that no matter whether a question was of knowledge, learning,

morality or "betterment of society, a person should take the responsibility

upon himself. It is an obligation of a man to be responsible to himself

and to the State, He believed everything could be changed by the will

of man. He believed that being good or bad, learned or ignorant, everyone

should make his own effort through the example established by others. For

! this reason he did not like to give lessons to those who were idle and

unappreciative of knowledge. He believed the truth would come gradually

to those who sought truth sincerely,

" Why could you not pick up one thing that is good by associating

with superior men, ye of small men?** (2) Here he concluded with a

theory of example affecting personality. He thought the example of Yao

and Shun, the glorious reign of the past, the characteristics and manner

of their personalities, the intelligence of sages and kings might, in

some way, bring salvation for his day. Here again, his longing for the
|

good old days clearly manifests itself in his and the writings of his
j

disciples.

B._ Hi_s ft^incijile of_Ju3t,i£ej_ Me^rc^ Jb'id, ^eK^salva^tionj.

On the other hand, his emphasis on responsibility gave him a fair

view on the principle of justice rather than mercy in dealing with all things.

(1) Confucius, " The Great Learning", p. 327

(2) Confucius, * The Book of Transformation", p. 204
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By treating the people justly, a prince may feel his importance in the Stat

and encoTorage himself to he an apostle of sages and righteous kings. He ins

ists people will he good through thinking what they may do to improve their

opporttmities which are just as good as others. Justice encourages a

desire to he on the same level with sages, so that common folks may, hy

using their effort, arrive at the state of heing ssiges; while mercy only

decreases self-confidence in creating parasitism in society.

This is the way Confucius condemns mercy and advocates justice.

Following this thought appears the statement of Socrates, "fiiow thyself!".

Giving credit to the word SEIP, Confucius said, " Fault is no longer fault

if there is repentence.'* (1) In other words, every man is a ssige hy

"birth if he puts forth his effort and energy to strive for that end. He

confessed that he knew Heaven hut very little, and at his later years he

had not heen praying so often. When asked hy a disciple, " Master, what

is Heaven, does it punish the wicked and reward the good?", the teacher

replied, " I do not know, worldly things have I not thoroughly known, how

can I understand Heaven. But I do know that its vision can oversee a

single hair of the hody." (2)

Insisting upon this, he tried the principle of self-salvation

throughout his life. He revealed in his imagination that a man could reach

high standards of morality hy repressing wicked concepts and cultivating

good ones. Thus he may he accepted hy Heaven and so he said, " A righteous

man hefore Heaven is one who controls himself righteously in the secret

places of life." ( 3)

(1) Confucius, "Literary Dialectics", p. 83

(2) Confucius, " The Book of Change", p. 198-199

(3) Confucius, " The Treatise on Music", p. 3 of Introduction.
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This means, at least in his mind, a redemption through self-puri-

fication. Sins may be, according to Confucius, forgiven by determining

never to repeat them again. This is what he said at the age of seventy-

three, the year of his death, " Blessed is the man whose heart is open to

Heaven, whose love is lavished on a bereaved soul. Vifhat power have ye on

Death, upon this man whose character is forever living?" (1)

£t_J|i^ ^ol.4iii_%l£s_in Re£ard_to. t.h^ ^*\ilo.so.phy_oX Life

" A sage will not enter a tottering state nor dwell in a disorganized

one. When right principles of government prevail he shows himself, but

when they are prostrated he remains concealed." (2) Carrying out the

same principles in private life, he invariably refused to wrangle, and so

were his disciples taught, " The ancients were guarded in their speech,

and like them we should avoid loquacity. Many words invite many defeats.

Avoid also engaging in any business without understanding; for without

understanding it is just like a blind person leading the blind. It simply

creates troubles." Believe and observe this, my children, these words

are true, and commend themselves to our reason." (3)

This means making the names and places in life of use and purpose:

(A) There is government of the people when the prince is really a prince

and the citizen a citizen, (B) There is justice when the minister is really

a minister, (C) There is a happy family when the father is really the

father and the children are accomplishing their purposes. (D) There is

really joy and love when the husband is true and the wife is sincere.

(1) Confucius, " Spring and Autumn Annals", p. 491

(2) Confucius, " The Literary Dialectics", p. 69

(3) Confucius, "The Great Learning", p 253
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This amljitious and proper law of life means the rectification of one»i

deeds to the conformity of the name. It has influenced and helped to keep

good order in Chinese Society, Among his golden rules we found similar-

ities to the Bihle: " Do not do to others what you do not like others to

do unto you; If a man smashes your outside door because he is hungry,

open the inside door and give him what he needs; See your children growing

up and you will know how tenderly yotir mother loves you. Seeing what is

right and then not doing it, the man is a cowardi" (1)

Courage was recognized by Confucius as being one of the great vir-

tues in a man's philosophy of life. He never imagined himself to be a

reformer or a teacher of his country; but his golden rtiles are price-

less and worthy even in the present days.

Hi£ Law o^f__Dut^ and ^he^ ^^£ior_Ma^J.

* A superior man will not receive rewards except for services done", (2)

He maintained that every one should be responsible and under obligation

to the State of affairs of others. The word DOTY, as emphasized by

Confucius, is above all things, and man should be regarded in his

occupational respectibility, Scholsirs, officials, farmers. Merchants, and

soldiers, every one in whatever his chosen occupation, must fulfill his

duty therein. Once when he was the Minister of Crime of the State of Loo,

|

a father brought an accustion against his son, in the expectation, probably,

of gaining his suit with ease before a judge who laid such stress on the

virtue of filial piety. But to his surprise, and that of the on^^lookers,

Confucius cast both father and son into prison and to the remonstrances

(1) Confucius, " Literary Dialectics", pp 169-200

(2) Confucius, " The Book of Transformations", p. 183





of the head of the clan he answered, " Am I to punish for a "breach of

filial piety one who has never been taught to he filially minded? Is not

he who neglects to teach his son his duties, eqxxally guilty, with the

son who fails in them?" (1)

CJrime, as Confucius looked at it, is not inherent in human nature, and

therefore the father, the State are equally responsible for the crimes

committed against them. If a king is careless about publishing and enforc-

ing laws, and then peremptorily punishes in accordance with the strict

letter of them, he acts the part of a swindler; if he collect the taxes

arbitrarily without giving warning, he is guilty of oppression; and if

he puts the people to death without having instructed them, he committs

i

a cruelty.

These bring a modern theory of criminology of not putting all the

blame upon criminals, but society and government should be responsible

as well. They must be held responsible if education in the sense of

training in citizenship is lacking,

E,__ _Hls Opi.n_iori about_ the_ Pe£pjL,e__and_t hie__St^ate_

He consistently held that people are naturally good and docile if

they are properly governed, they will not do wrong even though rewards

be offered for doing evil. The purpose of a government should the

striving for that goal; e.g. " the people are happy and strangers are

attracted from afar." (2) On the other han^, Confucitis inspired men

with a spirit of loyalty and good faith, taught the women to be chaste

ajid docile. He disapproved of capital pxmishment as a means by which the

(1) Confucius, " Literary Dialectics" - p. 183

(2) Confucius^ The Book of History" - p. 56
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government should reprimand the offenders. What do you say", asked the

Duke on one occasion, " to killing the unprincipled for the good of the

principled?" "Sir", replied Confucius, " in carrying on your goyernment

why should you employ capital punishment at all? Let your evinced desires

he for what is good, and the people will be good." (1)

Equally the same Confucius approved the strict enactment of law toward

those who were professional law-hreakers. Before having "been many months

in office, he signed the death warrant of a well known citizen named

Shao for disturbing the peace. Tsze-kung, ( as hold as Simon Peter in

the Bible) took him to task for executing so distinguished a man. But

Confucius held that the death sentence was necessary. " There are five

great evils in the world", said he, "(a) a man with a rebellious heart

who becomes dangerous, (b) a man who joins to vicious deeds a fierce

temper, (c) a man whose words are knowingly false, (d) a man who treasures

in his memory noxious deeds and disseminates them, and (e) a man who

follows evil and fertilizes it. All these evil qualities were combined

in Shao." (2) The people were well pleased by his actionl

E (1) Lex__Talioni8 : Re^ompenj_e_Kindnesj^

Biit Jnjjt^j^jvith JyL3tice_,

Confucius did not teach the principle of forgiveness, " What do

you say?" said a disciple, "concerning the principle that injury shotild

be recompensed with kindness?" The master emphasized the principle of

law and said; " Yfith what then will you recompense kindness? Recompense

kindness with kindness but injury with justice." (5)
To-

il) Confucius, " Literary Dialectics", p. 279-280

(2) Ibid. p. 211

(3) Confuci\is, "Great Learning", p. 403
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On another occasion, Tsze-hea asked Confucius and said, " What

course is to he piirsued in the case of the murder of a father or a mother?**

**The Son", said the master, " must not sleep upon a mattress of grass and

with his shield for a pillow; he must decline to take office; he mv3t not

live under Heaven with his slayer." "I'-'hat should be done to avenge the

murder of a brother or an uncle or a cousin?" continued the disciple. "In

such case the brother should not take office withthe slayer and must not

fight him; and the nephew or cousin is not the principal, if the prin-

cipal on whom revenge devolves, he has only to stand behind with his

weapon in his hands to support him,"(l)

There is no spirit of forgiveness here, it is the stem law of "an

eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth." (2) His viewpoint toward law

and its relation to government and the people is Justice, not forgiveness.

E._C2)_ Lo^ej_ the Hi^he^sJ^ jiXtJi^J. ^^fJ.*«>P£ ^^LB^Hf^
Tbs IjoXt^ej.t_A_im_.in ^overnmerit_j_

The good of the people is the underlying factor or basis of good

government, "No virtue is higher than to love all men, and there is no

loftier aim in government than to profit all men".(S) When he was asked

how to profit all men, he replied, " Enrich them and teach them". (4)

i
"If any one of the princes should employ me," sighed the old man at a

later age, " I would accomplish something considerable in the course of

! a twelvemonth, and in three years the government would be perfected." (5)

(1) Confucius, " Literary Dialectics, p. ?13-214

(2) The Mosaic Law

(3) Confucius, " Great Learning", p. 306

(4) Ibid. p. 507

(5) Ibid, p. 308
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Unfortunately he could not realize his dream in the time of unrest in

which his lot was cast. No doubt his theory of government was contrary

to the on-sweeping tide of his age. There are eight requisites of govern-

ment in the mind of Confucius, these being food, trade, the maintainence

of the appointed sacrifices, the ministry on crime, the ministry of

works, the ministry of instruction, arrangements for the entertainment of

guests from afar and the provision for the support of the army. At the

conclusion of conversations with varioxis princes, the conclusion was

reached that a sovereign must have sufficiency of food, of military equip-

ment and the confidence of the people. This is what the imaginary State

of Confucius would have meant for the people of his own day,

B,J[3j_ .Bssejot i^lj_ jjM; he_Sc ignce_oX Government

(a) Honoring the Five Virtues.

To the science of government he gave this advice, " Attend to

the springs of things and study stability,'^ )By this, he meant that when-

ever a sovereign can realize the difficulty of his sovereignty, and

the minister can realize the difficulty of his ministry, government

will be well-ordered. In replying to Tsze-chang's question, *• How should

a sovereign act in order that he may govern proper ly?**, Confucius said,

"iet him hono£ the £ive_exc^nerit_a2idjban^sli t.hje fpur_b_ad__things._

The Five Virtues are:

1. When the person in authority is beneficent without great
expenditure. ( That is, when he becomes more beneficial to

his people than the things from which they naturally
derive benefit)

(1) Confucius, "The Book of History", p. 185
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2, When he lays tasks on the people without their repining, or

when he chooses lahonrs which are proper, and employs them on such tasks.

3. Viihen he pursues what he desires without being covetous; that
is, when his desires are set on benevolent government and
he realizes it.

4, When he maintains a dignified ease without being proud; that
is, whether he has to do with many people or with few, or
with great things or small, he does not dare to show any
disrespect,

5. When he is majestic without being fierce; that is, when he
adjusts his clothes and cap and puts dignity in his apjjearance

so that, thus dignified, he is looked at v;ith awe.

(b) Banishing the Four Evils.

According to Confucius, the government must banish the four

evils, these being as follows:

1« To put the people to death without having instructed them;
this is called cruelty .

2, To require from the people suddenly the full tale of work without
having given them warning; that is called oppression .

3, To issue orders as if without urgency, at first, and when at

times, to insist upon them with severity; this is called injury .

4, To give pay or rewards to men, and yet to do it in a stingy way;
this is called acting the part of a mere official, officialism .

(c) Placing the Proper men in Control and exercising the

two motives:

With the proper men', as he continued, the growth of government is

rapid, just as Vegetation is rapid in the earth; therefore the administration

(of government lies in getting proper men. And such proper men are those who 1

were taught the ways of duty and chert ished by the principle of benevolence .( 1)

(1) Confucius, " Great Learning**, p. 285-300





The two povrers of government according to Confucius, are the

RIGHTEOUSlffiSS and the OBSERVANCE OF CERIMONIES, and the presence or absence

of these find their expression in the music of the period. He said, " The

superior man enjoys security, hut he does not dispense with caution; he

preserves what he possesses, yet does not forget that he may lose it; he

r-ules in peace, hut does not forget that rebellion is possible; then

personal tranquility may be enjoyed, and subjects of a state be pro-

tected. (1)

Hi^ 2eXiSilion_qf Re^i^ro.cUx and Loyalty

His definition of reciprocity and loyalty is as follows; "To put

one's self in the place of another is reciprocity, and to devote one's

self entirely is loyalty. Reciprocity is born of loyalty; and, again,

loyalty is the root and reciprocity is the branch; loyalty is the sub-

stance, reciprocity is the shadow. Self-sacrificing is the object of

j

loyalty to the performance of one's duties, and into every relation of

life." (2)

The term applies more especially to the higher kinds of devotion,

notably called part iot ism in our modern world. But ministers should serve

their prince loyally, people serve well their sovereign, and even kings

respect their subjects. Men should loyally discharge their duties to
|

their fellow-men, ajid friends should loyally admonish one another in

times of difficulty and temptation. " Loyalty may exist without peffect

virtue, perfect virtue cannot exist without loyalty." (3)

(1) Confucius, " The Treatise on Music", p. 276

(3) Confucius, " Spring and Autumn Annals,", p. 80

(3) Confucixis, " Great Learning", p. 79
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It seems quite clear then, that without loyalty, patriotism would

cease to exist, and every high and noble deed would be marred by the

inception of self-interest, of which loyalty is the abnegation.

—^ Fi2.i^l_Piety_janOi®_.^^i.lX*

(a) The Two Ties: Love and Respect.

According to Confucius, all family ties and duties are to be

bound by L07B and BESPECT. * As an example of love, it is for you to love

your parents, elders, brothers, even husbands, wives, sons and daughters.

As an example of respect, it is for you to respect your relations with

them", (1) The Commencement is in the family and State; and consummation

is in the empire. "If you receive a cup of water from your neighbor while

you are thirsty, he is deserving of your fountain-wide gratitude. How much

have you received from your parents? Is there anybody under Heaven to

whom you owe so much as your parents? What do you have to say before

Heaven after you have offended your parents?" (2) Following this, Confuciua

gave an example of a man in ancient China, who was in his eightieth year.

Once he saw sadness on his parents' faces, and was anxious about it. He

changed his clothing and put on his childish dress and lay down on the

ground, playing like a child before the parents, and they laughed and

became happy again. Confucius spoke with emphasis to his disciples and

said, " This is a righteous man before Heaven; may its blessings rest upon

him forevermore," (5)

Once Confucius was walking on a hill and saw a large tree. On that

(1) Confucius, " Literary Dialectics", p, 190

(2) Ibid, p, 200

(3) Confucius, "Lhe Book of History", p. 110
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tree, there was a bird»s neat in which two old crows were crying from

htmger. A few minutes later, a young bird flew in and fed the old ones.

The old birds were soon well fed and the young bird went away, Confucius

had been staring at the nest for half a day. On the way back he said,

* Could a man be better than a bird? The reason why a man is being called

a man is because his wisdom is superior to an animal's. What could the

term be if a man offended his parents? May we call him a man? The man ic

better than a beast," (1)

(B) His contempt of Ancestral Sacrifice and His Stress on
Filial Piety as the Beginning of all Virtues:

On fimother occasion a disciple asked him about filial piety, he said,

" Why should you kill an ox for the sacrifices and not furnish yoiir

parents a tender chicken when they were alive? Filial piety is the

beginning of virtues and reverence, sincerity is the root of all benev-

olent action," (2)

Concerning brotherhood, Confucius said as follows: " There is no

friend like a brother. He springs from the same source as yourself, and

was nourished at the same breast. (3)

(C) His Silence on the Subject of Marital Relations:

On the subject of husband and wife, Confucius was singularly silent.

Possibly because his own married life was tinhappy. ^ man who is com-

pelled to divorce his wife is not likely to take a favorable view of

women in general, and thus we find that Confucius looked only on women

(1) Confucius, " Literary Dialectics", p. 308

(X) Confucius, " The Book of Rites", p. 318

(3) Confucius, " The Book of Filial Piety", p. 98
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as the necessary mothers of men. He has seen and appreciated happy couples

and the following words are his. " Happy tmion with wife and children is

like mxisic of lutes and harps. And when there is concord among them the

harmony is delightful and endiiring." (1)

Hi^w^ed^,_aji(OIanJ.s__C^n_^^ _over_lJatur^:

(a) His Fire Stages of Learning and the Completion of Knowledge,

As a result of life-long investigation, Confucius concluded that

there should be five stages in learning. His own words are as follows:

(i) "After knowledge became complete, the thoughts were sincere, (ii)

The thoughts being sincere, the hearts were then rectified, (iii) The

hearts being rectified, the personalities were cultivated, (iv) The

personalities being cultivated, families were regulated, (v) The families

being regulated, the states were rightly governed, and the states being

rightly governed, the empire was made tranquil and happy. (2)

* Without learning, benevolence will become folly, wisdom vagueness,

sincerity recklessness, straightforwardness rudeness, boldness disorder,

and firmness foolishness. Learning without thovight is labor lost; Thought

without learning is perilous.** ( 3)

Upon another occasion he spoke with emphasis to his disciples and

said, " I have been the whole day without eating, and the whole night

without sleeping, occupied with thinking, and it was of great use. The

better plan is to think and learn." (4)

(1) Confucitis, " The treatise on Music", p. 64

(2) Confucius, " Great Learning", p. 382

(3) Ibid, p, 167

(4) Confucius, "Literary Dialectics", p. 231
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The subject of learning should be truth, self-improvement and the

knowledge of one's faults. By study, therefore, a man should learn to recog-

nize his faults and to expose the inequalities in his disposition, and then

to clear the grotmd for an advance towards virtue. *• Yew, ( a disciple's

name) shall I teach you what knowledge is? When you know a thing, to hold

I

that you know it ; and when you do not know a thing, to allow that you do

not know it; This is knowledge: The true knowledge should enable a man

to distinguish between truth and falsehood, and to assimilate all that is

good, and to discard all that is evil, in that which he learns. More than

this, he must love the truth as well as know it, and must delight in it as

well as love it. Then he may be said to have completed his self-hood and

all created things. This is the completion of knowledge,"(l)

(B) Man, the Master of Destiny; and Life, the Object of Knowledge.

Concerning man's conquest over nature, his attitude is, " Man is the

master of his own destiny." (2) Not only so, but he is the equal of

heaven and earth, and as such is able to influence the coiirse of nature.

Through various Confucian Classics we found the following ideals. By

COMPLETE SINCERITY man is able to give full development to his nature.

Having done this, he is able to do the same to the nature of other men.

Having given full development to the natures of animals and things, he

can assist in transforming eind nourishing powers of heaven and earth.

Having assisted the transforming of and nourishing powers of heaven and

i earth, he may with heaven and earth form a trinity. Then he becomes the

! (1) Confucius, " Great Learning", p.38S

(2) Confucius, " The Book of Transformation** p. 78





equal of heaven and earth; and when this stage is reached, xmiversal order

will prevail, and all things become nourished and perfected.

As a result of his teaching. Life was his study , and life is represented

i

by man as he exists. The question whence man came and whither he is going

never troubled Confucius, because he simply looked on man as a member of

society . Therefore, he should strive to work out for himself how he might

best contribute to his own hppiness, still more to the world in general.

"All men are born good, but by practice they get to be wide apart"

insisted Confucius. (1) Then life in this world ought to be carefully

observed, and wisdom ajid ignorance do mean a great deal to the welfare of

society. As soon as social factors are involved, the art of how to live

harmoniously one with another is a great necessity to all mankind. Life

: is a real problem. How far-reaching is the idea that life is the object

of knowledge'. And the completion of knowledge is to understand life—

the art of how to live together.

(c) The Ideal Nature of Man.

In regard to the ideal nature of man, Confucius quoted from KING

TANG the following. " The great God has conferred, even on the inferior

people, a moral sense; and by obeying it they may attain a constant

nature," ( 2) When the ideal nature , which includes benevolence , right

eousness . propriety, wisdom , and faithfulness is acquired , it is like

water of the fount which is perfectly clear and devoid of impurities;

NATURE IS CONQUEIiEDl" (3) It is such a guiding principle of the heart

(1) Confucius, " The Book of Transformation", p. 211

I

(2) Confucius, "The Book of History", p. 63

(3) Confucius, " The Book of Change", p. 34
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that finds its development in the affections and desires. According to

Confucius, man's ideal nature has a very honorable place compared with

those of Heaven and Earth, and is more honorable than that of things. For all

things are virtually endowed with distinctive natures, but these differ

from man's nature in that they are incapable of being cultivated or taught.

"The goodness which is inherited from Heaven, does not, unfortunately,

always remain \uitainted . but is like running water which sooner or later

knows some form of stagnation, and is always flowing to the sea. Some

streams become defiled before they go rery far from their sources, and others

become corrupted after going long distances. Men are all as liable to

contamination as streams of water." (1) By the standard of man's ideal

nat\ire, Confucius classified the mass into different classes: " Those who

are born with the heavenly endowment of intelligence are the highest;

those who learn and so readily get possession of knowledge are next; those ,

who are dull and stupid and yet succeed in learning are still another class

Those who are dull and stupid and yet do not learn are the lowest strata

of mankind." (2)

(D) Nine Things to be done in Conquering Nature.

It is among the members of the highest class, or Sages, or those

who reach the completion of knowledge by self-improvement that Nature

reaches its highest development and it will submit to the power of men.

"There are nine things to be done in order to be conqueror of Nat\xre,

These are: first, striving to see righteousness clearly; second, in

(1) Confucius, " The Book of Change" p. 279

(2) Confucius, " Great Learning", p. 98
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hearing to hear distinctly; third, in expression is to be benign; foiirth,

in demeanor to "be decorous; fifth, in speaking to be sincere; sixth,

in duties to be respectful; seventh, in doubt to inquire; eighth, in

resentment to think of love; ninth, when opportunity for gain appears

to think of righteousness.** (1) If a man could cultivate these nine

things, he should also avoid three injtirious things: (a) In youth, when

the physical powers are not settled he should aroid lust, (b) in manhood,

when the physical powers are in full vigour, he should avoid quarrelsome-

ness, (c) in old age, when the animal powers are decayed he should avoid

covetousness. He could cultivate himself so as to let Nature reach its

highest development, and after Nature has developed in its highest form,

the IDEAL NATURE is dominsuit, the wholeuniverse is in good order and

Nature has really been conquered,

2. LAO-TSZE AND HIS PHILOSOPHY

A. His Anticipation of Notable Truths of Christianity:

According to Nontucci, the Jesuit missionary to China in early

days, he found the philosophy of Taoism a prophetic knowledge of the

truths of Christianity, He stated, The principal object of the Tao-

Tih-King of which Lao-tsze is the author is to establish a singular

knowledge of a Supreme Being in three persons. Many passages speak so

clearly of a triune God, that to any one reading this book it will be plain

that the mystery of the Holy Trinity was revealed to the Chinese more

than five centuries before the coming of Jesus Christ." (2)

(1) Confucius, * The Book of Odes" , p. 270

(2) Article in the ^hi.ne.se, ^hr i^t_i.an He£a],dj. 1929, p. 56





In the fourteenth chapter of Tao-Tih-King, we find:- " That which

is as though it were visible, and yet cannot be seen is called Khi ; that

which is audible, and yet speaks not to the ears, is called Hi; that which

is as though it were within one»s reach, and yet cannot be touched, is

called Wei." (1) These three names, according to the meaning, have been

interpreted by the scholars and missionaries as the revelation of a

triune God.

B. Tao: The Nature, Reason, and the Existence of All Things.

Tao is the creator and the ender of the universe, and Lao-tsze spoke

with emphasis in the following words: " If I were endowed with prudence,

I should walk with the great Tao... The great Tao is exceedingly plain,

but the people do not like the footpaths," (2) Tao, in the Chinese, means

the way, and that Way consists of Nature, Reason, and the Existence of

all things. It is not personal, but it is something that exceeds and

precedes all persona, all particular beings. It was there before Heaven

was; all things come from it and return to it. It has been the principle

and the beginning of all things by which they move, without haste or

struggle, ambition or confusion. Existing first as absolute and undeveloped

it has now been expressed; men can know it, and the secret of all goodness,

all success both for the individxml and for the state. All this is to

know Tao and live in it. It means more than the Way, It is the Way and

the Way-goer, It is an eternal road along it all beings and things walk, but

no being made it, for it is Being itself; it is everything and nothing, and

the cause, the effect of all,
« — — —

—

(1) Lao-Tsze, " Tao-Tih-King", ch.l4

(2) Ibid, ch. 53
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C. His Utopia - Or the Ideal State,

(1) No Criminal Where there is no Law; and Y/hen cunning arts
prevail, theives multiply.

Lao-tsze was the first great awakener and su.?rgester of thotight in

China. Unlike Confucius, whose mission it was to revive in a degenerate age

the teachings of the sages, he had no remains from which to draw his inspir-

ations. Every part of his system, from its first conception do'/m to its de-

tails, was the legitimate offspring of his own brain. The Tao-tih-king stands

alone without history and without precedents or antecedents, possessing the

only materials for its interparetation within its own pages. Some have

accused him of writing what he knew not, while others, as have heen seen,

have credited him with having anticipated many of the great truths of

Christianity. Instead of trying to reform the empire by the imposition of

forms and regulations, he insisted upon leading the people back to the

primitive society which existed before forms and regulations, lifhen the world

has many prohibitory enactments, the people become more and more poor. When

the people have many warlike weapons, the government gets into more and

more trouble. The more craft and ingenuity men have, the greater the

number of ingenious evils result. And as works of cunning arts are more

displayed, thieves multiply." ( 1)

(I) Self-Abnegation, the Cardinal Rule of Both Soveriegn and People.

Self-abnegation, according to Lao-tsze* s Utopian dream, is the cardinal

rule for both sovereign and people. Thus the sovereign when he wishes to

be above the people, will, by his words place himself below them. When he

(1) Lao-Tsze, Tao-Tih-King" , p. 185
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u
wishes to be "before the people, he must in his person, keep behind them. In

this way, while he occupies a position above the people, they do not feel

his weight, and while he is before the people they suffer no inconvenience.

The whole empire therefore, delights to exalt him, and no one is offended.

"Therefore, he who bears the reproach of his country shall be called the

Lord of the land, and he who bears the calamities of his country shall be

called the king of the world." (1)

It was by such gentle suasion as this that he would govern the empire

i and recall men from the sway of fierce passions which had been aroused by

princely jealousies, base tyrannies, and unruly violence, to a state of

primitive society and simplicity, when the great Tao was the rule of life.

Continuing this strain of thought, he attacked the Confucianists in

these words: "Abandon your wisdom, and cast away your prudence, and the

people will be a hundred-fold more happy. Renounce your so-called phil-

anthropy, and throw aside your justice, and the people will return to filial

piety and fatherly compassion. Renounce yoTir clarereness, and forego your

gains, and thieves will disappear... And appear in your own unadorned

simplicity, preserve yovir purity, curb your selfishness, and curtail your

ambitious desires.... " (2) This is his so-called idealistic state and

! requirements for the citizens therein. As a conclusion, he emphasized

! that in case of enactment of laws, the infliction of punishment could not

! change men's inner impulses, but the exercise of modesty and self-emptiness

1 could do so*

(1) Lao-tsze , " Tao-Tih-King", p. 231

(2) Ibid, p. 233
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(3) The Three Precious Things: Compassion, Economy and Humility.

"As for me", said Lao-tsze, I have three precious things to which I

hold fast and prize; namely, COMPASSION, ECONOMY, HIMILITY*. Being compass-

ionate I can be brave, being economical I can be liberal, and being humble

I can become the chief of men. This being done, the perfect concord and

peace had reigned in families before filial piety and fatherly compassion

began; and the state was perfectly ordered before patriots were kriown.*'(l)

By interchanging the use of compassion, economy and humility, the laws

could be enforced without punishment and the empire would be governed with

benevolence. Thus we see the inner man or the soul has been transformed

into purity and righteousness by following the path of Tao and the whole

universe is to be in peace,

D« His Asceticism and Theory of Revolution.

As Lao-tsze was condemned for his asceticism, ( bring people to sim-

plicity rather than wisdom) he was praised for his saying that sovereignty

should be held as a trust, and so advocated the theory of a revolution.

Having scrutinized the factious policies and social disorder of his day,

he found something wrong with the human heart. He saw the loud-mouthed

politicians who raised their voices at every stre^corner to proclaim their

own wisdom and the wickedness of their adversaries, and the order of society

was becoming corrupted by such influences. He was angry at their annoyances

and craftiness; thought it was better for them to keep their lips closed

than to talk with glib tongues. He complained that men had given up the

(1) Lao-tsze, "Tao-Tih-King" , p. 250





substance and followed after the shadow; and they claimed the possession

of virtues with l)ut the outside veneer; vathout practicing Tao, futile

speaking has often caused folly; those who practiced Tao sought not to

make the people clever; hut to make them si-nple; not to encourage them in

hypocrisy and fraud, but to teach them the true virtue of honesty and

unselfishness. Such men, according to Lao-tsze, are the real blessings

of and to the world.

On account of his reaction to the situation as an ascetic, he began

to draw an anology from the law of Nature under which all beings are created

and returned to, and thus ijade the constantly recurring alternations for the

salvation of human souls in the process of Tao. That is, " Alternations fro

strength to weakness and fron weakness to strength; and after melting with

eternal virtue, a man will return home to the Absolute. This Home of the

Absolute, which includes the highest pleasure and contentment of both this

life and the life to come, is to be secured by getting away from the dtisty

world to the cultivation of the innate, inner man, (soul), '^^hen he eats

the fruit of the labor of his hands, when he knows no wants, and is dis-

turbed by no cares, then will man fully fill the duties of a man in the

highest sense. When Tao is lost, virtue appears; when virtue is lost, then

comes benevolence; When benevolence is lost, justice is seen; and when

justice is lost, propriety is the final element. For propriety is the mere

skeleton of fidelity and faith, and the precvirsor of confusion.*'( 1

)

In regard to the theory of revolution, let us quote his words. "Their

(people's) good or welfare must be his (the ruler's) chief and only care,

and as it rests within his power to confer every blessing upon them, so the

(1) Lat-tsze, "The book of Recompense", p. 89-90





responsibility for every evil which overtakes them belongs to him. Is it

not that every good must be regarded for the people and by the people? Does

he (the ruler) receive the appointment from Heaven? If so, he has to remain

faithful to his trust, and obedient to the dictates of his ideal nature; and
i

above all his throne is secure to him. But the same powers that make can

unmake; and if the ruler fall away from Tao, the countenance of Heaven will

be withdrawn, and the people will ose their allegiance to him. J^hus it is

i

that nobles should regard the common basis as their origin, and men of high

estate should look upon what is ignoble as their foundation and support.

This is why ancient kings and princes styled themselves 'orphans', 'lonely

men', and men devoid of virtue'". (1)

j

"A wise ruler will remember that a nation is a growth, not a manu-

facttire". (2) The spiritual weapons of this world cannot be formed by laws

and regulations which, as considered by Lao-tsze, but they merely tend to

i
produce evils for which they are intended to avert. Moreover, the regulations

were spoken by him as interferences to the freedom of the people, the den-

ials of the existence of Tao in their midst, and making them the slaves

of rules rather than the freemen of principles. Thus the people lost all

the natural controlling influences which had been inherent in them and

gradually fell lower and lower in the social scale, until the country reached

the state of disorganization and ruin which the moral revolutionists of Tao

should have stopped before their earliest appearance!

(1) Lao-tsze, "Tao-Tih-King" , p. 126

(2) I^id, p. 300
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E, His Opinion about War and Peace:

"To be on the side of peace is but to earn contempt from men whose

greatest boast is that they have trodden underfoot their enemies and robbed

them of their lands and treasures." (1) In other words, war can iiartially

be abolished by the dishonor of war heroes and according to Lao-tsze, the

general ought to be trained by Tao to be compassionate. " How different is

j

this from the conduct of a superior man. Peace is his highest aim, and the

life of his fellow-creatuxes is his highest care. He takes up his weapon

as a last resource only, when every other expedient has failed. He fights

bravely, but only when it is to effect some good purpose. He ventures nothing

for the sake of power and does not boast of his success ,"(2)
j

Since the rights of the people were neglected, institutions were to be I

held sacred no more, and these who sought only their selfish ends at the

j

expense of others got into control, war and strife came throughout the

land, and Lao-tsze was greatly disturbed. Princes, disregarding the true

!
welfare and the necessary protection of their subjects, levied heavy taxes,

requisitioned supplies, and marched their armies through the standing crops

j
to meet their enemies. They left behind them a remnant of the people ruined

i

by their exactions and rendered desperate by want. It is no wonder then

t
that the old philosopher raised his voice with energy against the violence

li

I of the time, and against the sin of giving rein to desire, against the

[j

{

misery of discontent, and against the dire calamities entailed by the

I

desire of possessing. Looking about at the untilled lands and deserted

I homesteads of his native State, he pointed out that where legions quartered,
i

[i
— — — — — — — — — — —

—

!
(1) Lao-tsze, ^Tao-Tih-King" , p. 143

I

(2) Ibid, p. 150





briers and thorns grew, and that in the track of large armies there followed

wants and famine. Instead of the grain bearing fields being plo\2ghed by farm

horses, they were then waste commons used for breeding war-horses. K.ough-

shares were converted into those "instruments of ill-omen** (1) - the

weapons of war. He moxarned over the destruction of human life with bitter

j

tears and uttered the following words, " a truly great general is no lover

' of war, nor is he revengeful and passionate. He orders the battle, but

rather awaits the attack than lead the assault. After the campaign is over,

I

he takes place on the right, as though he were at a fioneral, for he feels

that he has been instrumental in destroying the lives of his fellow-men,

and he desired to mourn over their death. And therefore it is, that when

opposing warriors join in battle, the compassionate is always the conqueror ,"(2)

On these points, Lao-tsze uttered the words of wisdom that can well be

applied to all ages.

P. His Law of Self-Sacrif ice and Simplicity

Self-sacrifice and simplicity, as emphasized by Lao-tsze, are the two

fxmdamental principles of life. It may be possibly thought that in many

ways his ideals are impracticable for the materialistic world of ours, but

it was the social salvation of his own day. With his eyes he saw the

I misery created by the restless ambition of the princes and unrestrained

jl

licentiousness of the people, " Alas, the people will never cease from

! their madness, but are full of ambitious desires, "(3) The root of all

[ these desires and passions is based on the fact that everybody is seeking

(1) Lao-tsze, " Tao-Tih-King**, p. 89

(2) Ibid, p, 94

(3)Lao-tsBe, " The Book of Becompense", p. 39





for himself, A heroic measure, as in the mind of Lao-tsze, must tfcJce into

consideration the sacrifice of self. He stated that a man would not f^ain

distinction by watching carefully over his own welfare, but by disregarding

all selfish interests. When in the fulnessof years death at last comes,

he need fear no evil for he is in no danger of perishing. Such a man

who has followed the path of Tao will endure as long as Tao endures, or

as long as Heaven lasts; and with delight the Eternal Mother will receive

him into herself - the Home of Eternity, Self-sacrifice includes self-

restraint, self-abnegation, self-emptiness
, modesty and continence, Pr^rom

these viewpoints, he drew the deduction that we should "recompense evil

with kindness", (1) This notable doctrine is only surpassed by Confucius

emd in addition it carries the truth of Christianity,

In regard to the lofty state of Tao, he advocated simplicity. He

realized that in much learning there was much vexation, that education gave

rise to an unhealthy and injurious activity, and that while men disputed

about the use of words they forgot the difference between good and evil.

The more men seek after knowledge the further they wander from simplicity

which they followed without effort in their pure and holy natiire. If

knowledge, according to Lao-tsze, is to be used in governing the state,

it is better and the state will be best governed by leaving it alone.

Continuing this strain of thought, he preached the return to Nature and

individualistic Anarchism to the Cinese people of 600 B,C, It was a long

time before Rousseau did; and they appeared in Chinese history in

accurate records.

(1) Lao-tsze, "Tao -T ih-King" , p. 245
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I

In achieving this ideal truth of simplicity he stressed following in

the foot-steps of Tao — the object of all men — and to this end they shoul^

be modest and retiring, not making themselves great, but thereby secioring

greatness. Therefore he said, " To know others is to be wise, but he who

knows himself is enlightened. He who overcomes others is strong, but he who

conquers himself is mighty. He whohas a content mind is rich. He who acts

with energy has a purpose. He who does not act thus contrary to his nature

continues long and he who dies and perishes not enjoys eternity." (1)

In addition to this he held that if the people could be taught to

love simplicity and purity, crime would cease to exist. It is determined

striving after wealth, learning, and position which disorders men's minds,

rouses their passions, and causes them to think lightly of death. Vfhen

people live only for amusement, or for the indulgence of their selfish

caprices, they are willing enough to resign their being (suicide) when

their ambitions fall to ground and their appetites fall or fail them.

Vfhen the simplicity of their pure and holy nature reaches this stage

of recklessness, no punishment will be effectual to prevent their rushing

into sin. ^'hen the people do not fear death, to what purpose is death

still used to overcome them?" (2)

G. Other Distinctive Features of Lao-tsze Philosophy.

(1) Love for all and rejection of none.

Concerning the word love, he said, " Judge not your fellow-tnen. Be con-

tent to know yourself. Be chaste, but do not chasten others. Be strictly

correct yo"urself, and do not cut and carve other people. Learn not to impute

(1) Lao-tsze, "Tao-Tih-King". p. 183

(2) Lao-tsze, ** The Book of Recompense", p, 329





wickedness to the unfortunate. If one dies and another is preserved alive,

why point at either of them as the object of Heaven? For Heaven loves every-

body and gives a fair chance to every one. A truly great man loves all men

and rejects none; he respects all things and rejects nothing; he associates

with good men and interchanges instruction with them, but the bad men are

materials on which he works, and to bring such men to Tao is the object of

his life," (1) This means the good and evil are inter-struggling with each

other and the love is the solution of all problems.

(2) Protecting and Honoring the Weak.

In his "Tao-Tih-King", we found the following statements in regard to

the weak. " Among men it is common to respect the strong and to despise the

weak. But they forget that out of weakness comes forth strength, and that

the tender things of this world overcome the hard, and therefore weakness

ought also to be protected. Infants should be protected and nourished until

they grow strong; and weak things should be cultivated to their fullest

development. This is the process of Tao by which all beings come and return.**

(3) Small Beginnings of Evil should be Regarded,

"He who lightly assents will rsandy keep his word, and he who has many

easy things will have many difficulties. Therefore the sage views things

as difficult, and never has any difficulty. He foresees the evil day coming,

and by careful watchfulness prepares against it. He who is wise, therefore,

jl

will guard against the same small beginning of evil, whether in his own heart

I or in the world around him, and will thus be able to achieve great things.

i!

! (1) Lao-tsze, " The book of Recompense", p. 329

(2) Ibid, p, 174





He will destroy the seed of evil and thus demolish the hti^h forest tree which

would otherwise grow from it. He will ahase himself, and thus avoid the crueh-

ing defeats to which puffed-up price is subjected. He will humhle himself

and by so doing shall be preserved entire. He will empty himself of passions

and will then behold the spiritual essence of Tao. He will carefully keep

]

the inner man, the soul, and shall thus rettirn home, entire, to his origin,

,
He will attach himself to what is real, and throve to one side what is merely

showy and superficial. He will cherish compassion, economy, and humility. "(1)

Here again, Lao-tsze has produced words and wisdom that are applicable to

people of all ages,

(4) His Interpretation of Learning,

According to the principle of Taoism, a man who is self-displaying
j

does not really shine; he who is s elf-appro ving is not held in esteem; he who

is self-praising has no merit; and he who is self-exalting does not stand

high. Learning finds no more favor at the hands of Lao-tsze than with Quiet ists.

This is contrary to the view held by Confucius. Learning is a thing to help

men to do things and learning cannot be precious \inless it is applied. The I

view of pushing forward and doing things, as held by Confucius, is not

held by Lao-tsze. It is the enemy of smiplicity or innocence that is the

truest ornament of a virtue. If a ruler possess Tao, he will strive not

to encourage wisdom but to keep the people peaceful and content. On stressing

this viev/point, Lao-tsze' s interpretation of learning is far different from

that of Confucius and these two could never agree with one another regarding

the same issue

.

i (1) Lao-tsze, "Tao-Tih-King", pp. 218-225
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III. THBIB INFLUENCES ON CHINESE SOCIAL HISTORY

1. THE INFLUENCE OF CONFUCIUS.

A._C^nXiicius_a^d_His_"Dutjr_of Man"_

In regard to the criticism of Confucian theory on the duty of man, a

quotation from a Chinese Educational Journal should he cited. We, the

Chinese of modern age, should not look upon Confucius as a man of all-embrac

ing and almighty power, from whom flows the fountain of wisdom, and hy whom

only our inspirations can be drawn; hut his emphasis on the duty of man is

forever useful to the people of all ages. He was a self-made man, no

different than we are today, but his personal effort and perseverance have

accomplished him as a scholar, philosopher and a moral teacher. He has done

his duty faithfully and fought the last battle in the struggle for learning,

I
and therefore has been successful and honored as a sage. How great are

j

his words that 'Man is the master of his own destiny*. If we are to see

the glorious China of tomorrow, let us keep on our job and strive on. Let

us finish the duty which has been assigned to us for today." (1)

^s a matter of fact, Confucius has been a man of the past. Why

should we look at him as a perfect model of our modern time? Are his prin-

!

ciples on the duty of man forever unchangeable? Let us analyze them for

i

the extent that we should learn from him. Of instance here then, is his
I:

statement, Do not do to others what you do not like others to do unto

' you", in which we, the peo ole of the twentieth century should also agree.

I He who wants friendship from others must be good to others first. This is

a matter of mutual affection through the fulfillment of the duty of one

(1) Chinese Educational Journal, Published by the Ministry of Education
in fun, arti c le - ia Cnn fiir»l





to another and being nice, one may expect others to be moved by our sincerity.

Briefly speaking, Confuciiis intended to reform society through character

transformation of every individml. Furthermore, he classified the people

into five occupational classes. Farmers, Scholars, Officials, Merchants and

Soldiers, If Scholars do their duty as the other classes do theirs, will

the state become prosperous? The truth will speak for itself that China

has long been preserved i)eacefully for more than four thousand years and

this has been due in a large measure to the influence and weight of the

Confucian teaching on the duty of man.

B , j:3'onjruc_ius_jand_Hi^

**(fhat do you say", asked the Duke of the Ke clan on one occasion, "to

killing the unprincipled for the good of the principled?" "Sir", replied

Confucius, in carrying your government why should you employ capital

punishment at all? Let your evinced desire be for what is good, and the

people will be good." (1) He disapproved of capital punishment, and

held the theory that people are naturally good and docile; if they are

properly governed, they will not desire to do wrong. Capital punishment

shows only the failures of the government. The aim of those who govern

should be on the seeking of the law of propriety (Confucian Theory); and

therefore in case of chaos and disorder, the people are always innocent

and the government guilty. "No virtue", said Confucius, "is higher than

to love all men, and there is no loftier aim in government than to profit

all men," ( 2 ) V«hen he was asked how it is possible to profit all men,

he replied, " Enrich them and teach them!" (3)

(1) Confucius, "Literary Dialectics", p. 279-280

(2) Confuci-us, " The Great Learning", p 306

(5) CortftEeltts, Lit«rary^^lalect ics** p. 27b
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It is clear then, that the real democracy which held "by Confucius

rests not in the practice of punishment for its citizens before they are

taught, according to the laws they are to respect. Here again, we find

the principle of democracy had been uttered from the mouth of Confucius

two thousand years ago before its name became available to modern politics.

On the other hand, he inspired the people with loyalty and good faith.

The word 'Loyalty* he defined as a spirit of self-sacrifice in the per-

formance of one's duty in all relations of life. He enlarged its appli-

1^
I

cation for both those who govern and those who are governed, and urged them

I
to be loyal to each other. Mutual loyalty, as advocated by Confucius, in

I

the relation of ruler and subject has really influenced the Chinese society

' a great deal. It did serve to prolong China's existence in the world to

the present day,

C»_Confu£ius_jand_Hi,s_T^ £f_Jievo,lut_ion

"Thepeople are the lords and the prince is the servant; who can prevent

the people's anger to a disloyal servant? How righteous is the army in

' shedding the blood of a tyrant in order that thousands of complaining

! souls may be comforted?" (1) He preached the doctrine that government is

a trust, and so long as the prince governs properly and that trustee-ship

I

continues, the people should be loyal and obey him. According to his
ii

own imagination, Confucius proclaimed the Heaven-appointed rxder; and

II

the same power which makes can also unmake, i.e. when the ruler loses his

i Heavenly love in his ruling, the people may dethrone him and take his

I!

position. It has always been true in Chinese Society and history, that

j

whenever the people complain about the government, the end of its execution

!: (1 ) Confucius, "Literary Dialectics", p,27S





at once occiirs. Therefore, the influence of Confucian's theory of revolution

and its relation to history has long been taken for granted as a real con-

tribution to Chinese Civilization,

D._ConfuciuSj_ ZiJL^^:!—^!®*^-!. SiJ^A Chine^se^ Family Life .

Concerning filial piety, brotherly love and marital relations, Con-

fucius over-emphasized them in several situations. In certain ways he

was right, and to some extent he seemed to be wrong. For instance, he

stressed the following points as reasons why filial piety should be

respected.

i. Children should to their best to serve their parents because
it is a matter of gratitude. Very correctly he said, " see

your children growing up, you will know how tenderly your
mother loves you". (1)

ii. Children should love their parents because they love them
first

.

iii. Children should serve their old parents because they have
as parents served them when they were young.

In regard to these statements, Confucius did speak words of wisdom

and they have had good influences on Chinese social life; but on the other

hand, he was rather misled by his idealizing of the Ancients and thus

mis-conceived the following obligations,

i. Our obligation to humanity is much higher than owr passions to

the parents, e.g. in case one requires vision to judge between
right and wrong, should one follow what is right in the goal

to achieving it, despite parental protests. This is what

Jesus meant when he said, " Seek ye the Kingdom of God first.**

ii. Suppose parents lose all affection toward their children and i

fail to care for them, shoxild they separate but still keep

love for them? Is it necessary for children to be separated

in order to find self-expression? According to Confucius,

children should not separate from their parents when the

affection is gone,

(1) Confucius, "Literary Dialectics", pp, 169-200





ili. When parents neglect or deny the nourishment and education
of their children, should they depart from them? As soon
as hman beings yield themselves to the process of reprod-
uction, the "birth of a child adds an obligation; hut the
nourishment and education of the young are social respon-
sibilities. Upon this problem Confucius advocated the aurr
ender or sacrifice on the part of the children.

From the statement of these facts, we find that the average Chinese

family received both good and evil practices from the great teacher.

In regard to brotherly love, Confucius spoke as follows: There is

no friend like a brother. He springs from the swne source as yoxirself, and

was nourished at the same breast," (1) Here he emphasized that brother is

no more than a good friend, and brotherly love should be mutual and inter-

dependent. This love among brothers has certainly strong influence in

Chinese society.

Confucius did not say anything about marriage. It is not right to

impose upon him those ancient customs of marriage which were handed down

from ages as the result of his teaching, but on the other hand, we fo"und

his seven reasons for divorce somewhat astounding. They are as follows:

"(a) Disobedience to her father-in-law or mother-in-law, (b) barrenness

(c) Lewdness, (d) Jealousy, (e) Leprosy, (f) Garrulouaness , (g) Stealing," (jj)

Because of his over-emphasis on filial piety, he put the disobedience
|

to father-in-law, etc., as a ground for divorce. Is any girl or boy going

to marry the father-in-law or mother-in-law? Of course not, modern Chinese

legislation maintains a marriage is to the benefit of those who enter it.

This peculiar idea had some degree of domination in the Chinese Society

of days gone by,

(1) Confucius, The book of Filial Piety,", p. 98

(2) Confucius, " The Book of Odes", p. 279
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The word "barrenness* is one of his reasons for divorce; then, accord-

ing to Confucius, marriage is for children. On account of this misconception

Confucius really scattered the seed of Polygamy in Chinese Society, In

other words, a childless widower is sanctioned to marry another wife. Thus

the Chinese as a whole had thereupon been poisoned mentally by Confuciiis.

Under such circumstances, women were put In the power of the husbands;

and therefore woman's position in ancient China could not be very high.

Here again, we find the womanhood in China has been invaded by Confucian

theory; and Confucius, as observed from a social viewpoint, did humiliate

women in many ways. Today it is not uncommon for women to hold office

positions and the dignified feminine officials who are a part of the Nanking

government make a' definite part of the scene. As a matter of fact, the

above conditions are the breaks that show the imperfections of Confucius,

2.__ TIffi INTLCTCE OF_LAO-T^ZE.

^,_Hi_s__Ascjet_icj^sm and Jis_ _InXluerice_ o.f_Iimnort_a_l ity_^

As Lao-tsze spoke of the process of Tao in which all things come

and go, he found eight qualities in the universe, Theae are Constancy,

M
Serenity, IMselfishness ,

Impartiality, Benevolence, Ppassibility
, Humility

and Quietness, Those eight virtues are the process of Tao, or the way by

which all things find their beginning and end; from which they move without

struggle, ambition or confusion. If people expect Tao to guide them

according to their pure and holy nature, they will endure as long as Tao

endures - the everlasting- and with delight the eternal mother, Tao, will

receive them unto herself and they will return home to eternity. This

theory of Lao-tsze led many followers to the belief of immortality.
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While he emphasized the principle of self-emptiness and the suppression

of ambitious desires, the philosopher looked for a return of society to sim-

pler manners, and even imagined that men might consent to put awa/ the mat-

erial axts of which he thought so much and content himself to live accord-

ing to Wisdom and being governed by the wisest. As a result of his philos-

ophy, maybe many were led to think that the best way to mediate Tao was to

get away from this ambitious world. Thus the ascetic feeling and the belief

in immortality, as they have been pict\ired by Lao-tsze for those who have

walked on the pathway of Tao to the Home of Eternity, have had a strong

grip on the people; and so were hermits and parasites produced.

^,_Hi.s_Infl^uen£e_on _GoTrenTOent_aiid_the_Peo_2le.

There v.'ere three words which were taught by Lao-tsze to govern a state.

Compassion, Economy and H\Jdiility. In practising them no regulations or rulea

were needed. The only thing to do was to urge everybody to Tao. Ag soon as

human hearts were changed, then ultimately, the state and individml could

be saved. Beyond his campaign of urging everybody to Tao, Lao-tsze has

practically no influence on Chinese government at all. But on the other hand

he propagates the idea that Tao has the power to make or unmake when a

ruler rules differently. It authorizes a social trend in China that a

sovereign only exists when the people are content, his ruling will be

equally nullified when the people complain.

Furthermore, he went deep enoxigh to say that the people could be

justified in overthrowing a bad ruler if complainings scattered. Thus Chinese

society has been blessed by his teaching on the subjects of justice and

revolution.
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C ._Hi s_l2inue^nce_Concernin£ Wax,_Peace and Society

The reason China has been kept alive for four thousand years is due

principally to her people v/ho are peace-lovers. She has heen living peace-

fully and lonely because of the protection of the Great Wall. The whole people

suffer much less from the horrors of war than do their Western brethren.

Lao-tsze condemned war to the utmost and said; Resent it not when you are

I

reviled, and recompense evil with kindness. Have contempt for the men who

greatly boast that they have trodden underfoot their enemies and robbed

them of their lands and treasures,"(l

)

He saw that war accomplished nothing, the more you fought the more

hatred you piled up and many innocent people were counted among its victims.

Seldom were the kings, princes or ministers sacrificed in the war, but the

wives and children of the common people were left as widows and orphans.

I

How foolish and cruel it is to have innocent people, savagely butchered in

satisfying the jealousy of the rulers! La.o-tsze condemned war to the last

i

of his teachings, and therefore the Chinese people were blessed by him. To

the surprise of Lao-tsze, the world changes in marching to both success and

j ruin, so Chinese are what they were, peace lovers.

It was rather unfortunate that Lao-tsze died before he could see his
!

peace loving brethren suffer from their loving peace too much. Is war

I

still necessary? Let the question answer itself I
^

;!

D,_S^lX-Ja£r ifice ,_The__So cj,aj. Hemedy_

This is one of the most essential features in Lao-tsze«s teaching.

There is no doubt that self-sacrifice would make the world much more beautiful

I

(1) Lao-tsae, " Tao-Tih-King'«, p. 143





if it were put into practice. As a result of his emphasis upon self-sac-

rifice, the character of ancient Chinese was straightforward and upright,

and the princes have been helped hy those qualities of the people. The reaso: i

why the people in general still have the impression of their P:loriou8 kings

is due to the fact that they were really good. They remained loyal to each

other because the people and the sovereign were profited by the same prin-

ciple of self-sacrifice. No doubt Lao-tsze ta;ight them and left in their

minds a true spirit of self-sacrifice. Thus they look at it as the inspir-

ation of all good things.

This practising of Tao through self-sacrifice is not a superstition, but

a conviction, or an ideal to which many men may become the Princes of peace

and the defenders of humanity. That is, by repudiating one's self and his

own interests for the welfare of others, a man needs not fear the chain of

evil or the fate of death for he is already trixanphant and in no danger of

perishing. So do the Christians believe in Christ the same way, and self-

sacrifice is their basic faith. Resulting from these viewpoints, Taoists

of today still believe that evil should be recompensed with kindness in

the spirit of sacrificing self. The teaching itself will really give

happiness and blessing to those being dedicated for that end. Thus, "Self-

Sacrifice", as emphasized by Lao-tsze and practiced by his followers, made

a precious contribution to Chinese civilization and history. Both society

and the people were blessed by it in many ways.
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IV. SIMKAKY AND CONCLUSION

1. Confucianism and Taoism and their Social Values:

A« Economic and Industrial

China has "been in the agricultural stage ever since her recorded history

tegBLn and is now taking its place in the world through drastic changes. Prom

an economic and an industrial point of view, Confucianism and Taoism have

nothing to contribute to Chinese people, "because they are philosophies and

moral teachings with which industrial and economic problems have not been

directly dealt with. But on the other hand, their indirect influences which

result in moral emphasis and family affiliations had an inevitable effect on

leconomic and industrial life of the people. It is quite true that all bus-

iness concerns, large or small, were founded and owned by family units. That

is, so far as their affection goes, the interest and motive of their business

I

must be centered on family-services and not on the welfare of the public.

Meanwhile, no commercial guilds or the like had been available; and the

mechanism of ancient China which controlled everything was the family and

'its affections. Of course this was due to the Confucian emphasis on filial

piety, brotherly love and parental obligations.

The original purpose of trade in early days was to set up a center of

jrautual exhange of commodities between clans and families. It was a matter of

convenience rather than profit; and especially in those days, the family

units were so strong as to monopolize every phase of economic life. Trade

was a weapon to assist family services. Socially speaking, industry did abide

in the home for quite a long time. Industries like weaving, spinning and other

domestic handicrafts were apparently all produced or influenced by the Confuc-

I
ian cult which had long been built on family interests and relations.





Syndicates, trusts, corporations with thousands of shares of stock, w

then considered as an injury to family glory and the separation of family

interests. So, formerly, the economic and indxistrial system in China was

not of social or national nature, but a substitute for family services.

Practically speaking, Confucius in every way and word had laid down the

basis in the bounds of family interests, obligations on filial piety and

brotherly love which he considered the absolutes in life. This may be

said as a contribution of Confucianism to the strengthening of family

union as well as degrading society and its people to a family-centered

economic life,

let us notice the social value of Taoism on Industrial and economic

phases of life. From the beginning to the end, Lao-tsze advocated soul-

freedom through searching the truth. It is through the seeking of Tao

(the way) and living in that,thatthe social and economic order will be se-

cured unconsciously. In other words, the emphasis on free individuality,

which is the fundamental principle of Taoism, makes every Taoist think to

solve social, industrial, economic problems through Ascetic Anarchism.

Family relations and governmental rules were considered meaningless by him.

He laughed at Confucianists with contempt: " When cunning arts prevail,

theives multiply; and regulat ionstTestablishfj' crimes double." (1) Very

much like the early Christians. Taoists were somewhat Anarchistic, sharing

among themselves what they have and distributing the needs to one another

quite harmoniously. They pay no attention to what they will be when once

their resotirces are .^^one; begging, preaching as they used to, and thus

creating an unproductive parasitic class in common society.

(1) Lao^tsee, "Tao-Tih-King", p. 185
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Moreover, people like to support them (Taoists) because they think

that they are doing something in saving their souls, i'hose Taoists, remain-

ing as they are, have created in China an atmosphere of escaping economic

responsibility, thereby getting holiness and irresponsibility. Henceforth

there was a custom in ^hinese society that if a person can get by easily

without obligation, he will exaggerate the loftiness of being so reserved as

to think about intellectual and holy things, •''his poison, as handed down

by Taoists, degraded the people's economic ambition to the extent that indus-

trial development and material invention are considered as strife for lust and

satisfaction of the flesh. Thus, for centuries it blocked the way of indus-

trial improvement in China. Not until recent years has fehina been allowed

or able to compete with the modern world industrially, Taoists advocated

Tao as the Supreme; and the subordination of one's self to worldly strife or

competing for money-motive was in their eyes disgraceful. Obedience to

world authority, especially to state-collect iviaed-economy was cowardly

and xmclean according to the holiness of Taoists. They have never made

as good citizens as others and never have been progressive economists.

Then, as a matter of fact. Communism will find no room in their

hearts on account of their emphasis upon free individualism ( free soul).

They would think State Control and Mass Production are encroaching their

liberty and holiness. Their slogan or influence, as speaking sociologically,

was to break all restrictions which would prevent growing a free soul.

Most Taoists, even in recent days, areleaving their homes, their social

group, for the enjoyment of liberal individualism according to the process

of Tao. Thus the solution of Communistic problems in China will give its

own answer. The program of Bolshevism, as understood by the i)eople, is to
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put full authority of production and distribution in the hands of the State,

Individuals of all sorts must fill out the vacancy as ordered "by the party

to the choice of occupations. All privileges, as under that system, seem

to he deprived and crushed fy the autocracy of the state, VJherever the

State wants a certain individ\xal to he collectivized in mass-product ion, he must

obey or he excluded from the community. This, of course, has no appeal to

the believers of Taoism because they like to be free souls.

In accordance with the influence on economic and industrial conceptions.

Communism will not be acceptable in China. This is due to the difference

of economic order in China and the structure of Chinese Society itself.

This, in many ways contradicts the bidding program of Soviet Russia,

State Collectivism would prove futile in the industrial nature of Chinese

life, we know too well that all phases of Chinese life, so far as its

social history is concerned, are dominated by two factors. Society itself

was composed of these two elements also, (i) On the one hand, family int-

erest, family unity and affection, were the recognized forces in society.

The social order, as well as the economic phases of life had been tied up

by Confucianism and its inspiring principle of family relations, (ii) On

the other hand, we see a sort of individ\xalistic, free, self-directing drift

which resulted from Taoism was also appreciated by the majority of the

people, the Ascetic Anarchism. This drift of social trands has created

a manner of indifference on the part of the mass toward V/HERE they live or

HOW they life, if once again, their individualism is secured.

Concerning the first element, familism was everything and the economic

order of ancient days had been family-centered. The whole theme of Confuc-

ianism is that when family stabilizes government and society will be in





good order. There exists again a sort of unl)reakable familism from which Chi

^

which had suffered for ages in her economic and industrial concerns. Let us

see what is wron;^ with the second element. Ascetic Anarchism of Taoism.

As a result of this, socially speaking, the people themselves do neg-

lect their economic phases of life which mean the securing of material comfort

and industrial development on a basis of money making. All Taoists hold the I

idea that money-competing is having unhdliness, and that the individual can

not live in Tao, securing money for the greed of lust at the same time.

An ancient song of liberty which indicates the spirit of Taoists reads

as follows: » When the /un rises, I toil; When the sun sets, I rest; I

dig well for water; I till the field for food; what has the emperor »s power

to do with me?" (1)

'This simple song tells us how individualistic the ancient Chinese were.

There still is such a traditional influence existing in the Chinese society

of today. They felt their duties were done when taxation was paid for. As a
|

imatter of fact, Chines of decades ago were the free men and liberty-enjoyers

of the whole world,

^hen the alarm of Commtinism sweeps over a part of China, both conser-

vatives and liberals are in great anxiety. As we look into the dim future

of Communism, as it may be possible in China, the following reasons su^^gest

the possibility or impossibility of its control:

i. Communism means the entire breakdown of the family unit, though this
unit is soon to be individualized; but the people as a whole still
crave for the integrity of family affiliations. It seems perfectly
impossible that Comm\inism can win the people's confidence.

(1) Confucius, " The Spring and Autumn Annals", p. 61
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ii. The influence of Taoism still inspires the people to believe that
individtiality ( the soul) should "be well preserved and remain free
from all restrictions. It is rather hard to preach a doctrine of
entire surrender or to bow down to the autocracy of the state.

iii. Communism, in adopting its Soviet forms of proceedure, can hardly
meet the need or satisfaction of the people unless its being mod-
ified into Chinese. Comparatively speaking, the economic order, the
social inheritance of the Chinese people are different from that of
Russia, and therefore, the uncompromising system of Soviet in the
solution of economic and industrial problems may prove to be unsat-
isfactory,

iv, CommTxnisra might have gotten hold on China if the grievance of the
people and their distrxist of the government had been allowed to
continue michecked.

The solution of Communistic problems in ChlBAwill entirely depend upon

the success or failure of the New National Regime, Should the Nationalists

fail, Communism would possibly get a hold upon the nation; but these

features which could only prevent that happening rests in the hands of

those anarchistic Taoists who, for centuries, had been the defenders of the

rugged individualism, ^hey are the hostile enemies of State Collectivism whicl

Russia is now adopting,

B, Government and Social Control

To government and social control, Confucianism and Taoism had contrib-

uted good morals to the people in many ways. The Confucian teachings on the

law of propriety, the duty of man, the paternal lofty love of a ruler, the

theory of revolution, the criterion of justice and filial piety — are today

indispensable in both political and social circles. Moreover, the golden

jrules of Lao-tsze which are Econc«y, Compassion and Humility, and his con-

tribution in enlightening the opinion on war and peace are also precious

to the students of more modern days.
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On account of these traditional influences of Confucianism and Taoism,

The Chinese view of government and social ethics is different in the eyes of

the Y/estern world. According to the principle of social control, Chinese

always put sympathy before everything in every dealing, and then come socia-

bility and justice. So far as their affection goes, they would all like to
||

preserve better feelings among themselves, instead of being frankly criti-

cised or criticising others harshly. This, in their view, may injure the

feelings of others. This weakness, as it ever was, was indirectly in-

fluenced by the Confucian emphasis on affection — the foundation of all

things in all relations. Starting his social Gospel, Confucius put family

affection and filial piety as the beginnings of all virtues. Then he anal-

yzed family ties into two divisions, AfJ^e£t_i^on and, Re_spe c_t , and broad-

ened them, saying that all virtues in all relations must begin with them.

Affection and respect are the keynote of Confucian morale in social control,

TSow comes the big mistake: Truth may be concealed by over effort to preserve

affection and respect in political and social circles.

Accordingly, political crimes will occur in the absence of vigor to

protest, or the inability of the people to criticise. Squeezing or stealing

will become common simply because friends and colleagues of the criminal

fail to attack him. The Pathological weakness of preserving better feeling,

(though sometimes it helps to criticise) does not deserve to be preserved

and the traditional way 'lo^putr s^pathy before justice is the cause of all

social evil and corruption. Then, contiguously, bribery will occur in the

place where there is no severe public criticism or harsh attack from the

people toward the criminal. Concealment of facts, negligence of revealing

the truth between admirers and opponents, friends and enemies, all are





the germs of governmental coruptions. Very truly indeed, is it that those

|

who can know a person thoroiighly are the comparative few who work side by

side and associate day by day with him. If those who can reveal the facts,
||

but fail to report, or partly conceal the truth regarding a criminal act,

who can know the real character of that individml? Not only that, should
j

this pathology be allowed to exist, such situations will certainly occur that

nobody would dare to trust on the other person or to believe what he says.

Speaking from real experience, Confucius did not mean that a person

should tell a lie or keep his mouth shut in certain circumstances. He sim-

ply stressed the point that "those entering the mouth injures not others,

but those out of it do.** This is a mildmaxim that everybody must ce careful

with his tongue. The tongue, constantly like bullets, may kill a person if

it is ill-used. Putting chains on the tongue, as in the sense of the Confuc-

ian ethic, a person must shut his mouth and criticise not. Is it wrong to

attack things which are not right? Should we think that ruthless criticism

will sometimes spoil a man's career and reputation? Let us weigh the diff-

erence and benefit in these circujjstances. Should a person open his mouth

criticising freely regardless of affection and respect for others? Shoxild

we polish our words in saying the thing we should so as to achieve the same

result which we would have gotten through harsh criticism? I

Occasionally, philosophy gives profotind interest in life; but what is

the exact thing to do in thinking and speaking for the benefit of others?

Should we say anything that will profit the most to whome we are speaking?

Should we use our tongues only for attacking, criticising, and destructive

purposes instead of constructive puproses? Different philosophers differ

widely in this respect.





As to Confucius and his philosophy, the social statxis and governmental

affairs should be running on the basis of affection rather than justice.

Frank criticism had heen disregarded as the weapon in achieving jtistice. The

people as a rule, consider the injuring one's feeling as unkind; and this

unkindness is, in their eyes a failure to respect. In fact, this kindness

seems to he over -emphasized, as to its adequacy of whether it should "be

thus preserved in different relations with one another. Socially speaking,

inconsideration of another's feeling is rude; but a philosophy which em-

phasizes the extreme in considering ones' feelings and affection, rather

than meeting plain facts with open hearts, is also pathological. Upon this

point, Lao-tsze really spoke with courage. Although feeling and affection

should be well preserved and considered in all relations, a deeper sense

of practicing love toward one another is also essential. Upon this statement

he built his philosophy of denying self for the benefit of others. Economy,

Compassion and Humility are his three watchwords.

First of all let us see how Lao-tsze' s philosophy of denying self for

the benefit of others contributed to the Chinese nation in government and

social control. It is necessary to say that most of the good sovereigns

and glorious kings had been inspired by his philosophy to give up self

for the cause of the people. It still remains a good impression in the mem-

ories of the people that good Bnperors of the Ancients were great men.

'Peasants still think that the Golden Ages of Yao and Shun are the pictur-

esque eras of the past and typical of the Millenium of today and the fantas-

tical Messiah will be one of these figures. This is Lao-tsze' s contribution

as an influence in government and the people according to its social values.





To the problem of social control, he gave the following inspiration

which traditionally carried great weight in creating the kind, courteous

and peace loving nature of the Chinese race. His theory of recompense of

injury with kindness, his law of self-sacrifice and of simplicity, his in-

sistence on truth and trustworthiness in walking the pathway of Tao, his

principle of love for all and the rejection of none, are all applicable to

social morals of all ages. He had given society a good balance by which

rulers functioned benevolently and people co-operated obediently. It

will be surprising to know that in business, in some parts of the country,

the people still have no need for written contracts in their transactions

between their confidential associates. The only word they need to say is

"yes** or "no**, and they will keep it to the last moment, even when losses

to themselves appear evident,

_C ._I^ilX ^n_d Jex

Confucius contributed almost nothing to the problem of family and

sex, except encouraging parental authority and strengthening of family

obligations. He was the man who advocated parental and paternal authority

in an autocratic manner; in every way he failed to realize that the best

of parenthood is to cultivate free, independent personalities. According

to modern psycho-analysis, emotional attitudes of each person must be

individualized at a certain period of development. Psychiatrists call

this the Stage of Individiialization. In this period, the emotional

attachment to either home or parents is being considered unwholesome. It

means the stagnation of mental growth. If, unfortunately, a person stops

here, it will make an adult with a child-like emotional mind.





This is to say that if this stagnation had not heen removed, the

individiial could never have reached manhood or womanhood. An attachment

to the home in this time should not necessarily he a had omen, if the

development of character continues, but Confucius, as revealed in his

writings, praised the family with nine generations living together. It is

true that in those days the family with nine generations together, was not

an uncommon thing. History occasionally tells us that once an emperor was

so amused by seeing his old premier hold a birthday party with several

hundred children around his knees. In answering what the secrecy is in

keeping nine generations together happily, the premier picked up a pen and

wrote on the manuscript manytimes ,the word, "Patience". As a matter of

fact, those "Patiences" must have included lots of tears and complainings;

but traditions taught so and Confucius was ever so emphasizing. Henceforth,

Chinese familism found its support and approval.

Furthermore, the conservative was constantly thinking of children's

i

separation from home as a disaster or disgrace to the family glory and

I
honor. The more children they can possible huddle together the more the

I

glory and honor that the family shall possess. This \mdoubtedly created

a sentiment which encourages the birth-rate and the yearning to have more

: children in the family. Since then, the alarming population in ''hina

has gone to its present alarming figure.

On the other hand, some scholars maintain that the problem of over-

population in China is due not to Confucian Familism; and filial piety is

highly praised as the cornerstone of Chinese civilization. In some res-

pects it seemed to be because the theory itself deserves credit for the

sweetening of the old age in China, •'•hen the questions come up again, as





children should "be fair enough to please their parents when they appeared

to he old and lonely? One thing we must hear in mind in ohserving a

moral system or philosophy is that we should at least value its merits

according to its accomplishments, Confucianism has its merits and also

defects in regard to the problems of family and ses.

To a large extent. Sir Williaift Muir , Professor Legge, Hev. J. Murray

Mitchell and H.R.Reynolds in their "Non-^hr is^tJ^Mi ReU£i_on_s ^f_t he_^W£rj.ds^"

praised Confucianism and filial piety as follows: " Among the relations

of Society is that of father and son, or of parent and child. The affec-

tion belonging to it takes on the part of the son, a form of filial piety.

My readers may all have heard of this as the distinguishing characteristic

of the Chinese race. It is so." (1) Of course, Confucianism had intell-

igently tied the family together hy giving love and affection to the par-

ents, and respect, obedience to the children. This old principle had been

worked out satisfactorily in the past because the social environment of

that time fitted it to do so. It is unbelievable to modern minds that

this same old principle which was emphasized by Confucius two thousand

years ago can be applied to the social order of today, ''^hings have

changed a great deal; and, perhaps, it would be a surprise to Confucius

if he could have seen the inventions of this modern age,

PEunily individualization is a necessity for the people of our twen-

tieth century. The attachment or dependence upon parents or family is

no longer considered as a virtue; instead, it is regarded as a mistake,

cowardice and hindrance to the progress of civilization. Therefore, filial

i piety is not absolute in China now, and ftirthermore, family unity is grad-

ually fading away. In these thirty years thousands of small independent





families are "being established in all parts of the coxintry of China,

In regard to the problem of sex, Confucius was entirely silent. This
|

simply because his own married life was unhappy. He regarded marriage as

a transference of property between two sexes; and unfortunately he put the

husband as its head and important figure. The wife, according to Confucius

should never allow to provoke, or to express herself, even when necessary.

There were many virtues of modesty as imposed by Confucius; to entangle a

woman of ancient China that whenever her husband was wrong, the only weapon

she could use was persuasion. If process of persmsion has been rejected,

the elders may step in and solve the problem by punishing the party which

deserves it.

j

Anciently, womanhood had practically been counted as nothing, unless

motherhood appears. That is, what constitutes the dignity of a woman in the

home is the appearance of children. Comparatively speaking, the families

in ancient China were similarly alike the Puritanic families in the New
|

ll

England States. The husband or the father was the head of the family, while

the wife and children were the subordinates. The father used to be the

••boss" of the family and the wife and children were simply his economic

assets. They were the helpers or the partakers in the whole army of prod-

uction of the family. Children were not allowed to speak unless they were

asked to; the wives were regarded as the house-keepers, the cooks and the

ll

child-bearers. In fact, Confucius did humiliate women and womanhood and
ll

in many ways did encroach on the individuality of children. Thus, parental

I autocracy has at one time been considered purely sacred in ancient China,
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Now the paternal autocracy has "been overthrown; the position of woman

has been elevated; and the traditions of antiquity deserve no admiration.

The great wall of Chinese antiquity has heen crumbling! A new epoch with

the chant of a new freedom has been inaugurated. The Chinese women of today

are not only free from all restrictions; but their intellectual development

has been considered of great importance. They were transformed into lawyers

educators, politicians, journalists and officers. Formerly the honor of

a woman was motherhood, rearing chindren about her knees; but now inde-

pendence comes first among women reformers. On the former, the honor, of

rearing more children is the chief importance of womanhood; and that is why

the China of today sighs over her problem of over-population. This will

naturally follow the urging of marriage within an early age as a means

of securing honor which refreshes the hearts of many young girls.

Since the establishment of the republic, prohibition of marriage at an

early age has been declared and the marriage rate is decreasing day by day.

Due to economic liabilities of marriage, many young people find it im-

possible to get married as they would like to do. This constitutes

another different scene in sex problems in China as compared with the

situation of ancient times.

In conclusion, it is very necessary to mention that upon the problems

of family and sex, Lao-tsze had not even uttered a word. His ascetic feelings

drove the people away from homes and their relations. Many a Taoist is a

bachelor, and he is not supposed to be married according to the principles

of his faith. Therefore, Taoism had no social value or contribution to the

problems of family or sex.
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D. Welfare

Confuciiis maintains that prince should seek benevolence first, fame

and personal comfort last. According to him, the loftiest aim in govern-

ment should "be the profit for all men. In speaking of profit for all men,

he advocated the honoring of five virtues and the banishing of four evils.

All of which are very much concerned with the welfare of the people. In

regard to the duty one with the other, he emphasized love as the highest

of all the virtues. Out of love sympathy comes. It creates a feeling of

tenderness toward those who are suffering. And, therefore, certain kinds
|

of ancient charity organizations appeared in history. They really did serve

and render nimerous services to the people in times of plagues and calamities

Owing to the influence of Lao-tsze, much more charitable work had been

inspired in the past. He strove for the law of self-sacrifice and love for

all; rejection of none, in a way to awaken the people that life would be

more worthwhile through serving others. The rest of his teachings are

still held to be essential in all social circles in China, "resent it

not when you are reviled, he who overcomes others is strong, but he who

overcomes himself is mighty. He who knows when he has enough, is rich; the

weakest will subjugate the strongest." (1) In these statements, we can

find that every word which is uttered by Lao-tsze is to forget self and think

of the benefit of others. Moreover, his theory on the emphasis of "him

who knows when he has enough is rich" did arouse a public interest in

condemning the ill attained profits at the expense of others in society.

To some degree his teachings possessed the notable truth of humanity,

bearing the same good result as the fundamental rules of the Christian

morals of today.

(1) Lao-tsze, "Tao-Tih-King" , p, 245-246
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The Book of Recompense maintains that whosoever has accomplished

jj

something in saving others from ^nisery and suffering, he will be assimilated

to or live in, the eternity of Tao. Detth will mean nothing to him who has

accomplished his duty in saving others because the mdtivation of Tao, accord-'

ing to Lao-tsze, is to the relief of human misery and suffering. And, those

who axe living with or walking on the pathway of Tao, must crucify self for

the relief and salvation of others. Following this spirit, most of the

Taoists sold their properties and distributed their wealth to the poor,

following Tao. Here we find the doctrine of Eternity which achieves its

end through the crucifixion of ones* self for the salvation of others.

Now, the existing system of family famine releif, charity organizations,

orphanages, the home for the aged, etc., is being carried on by the supporters

of this faith. This may be regarded as a contribution of Taoism to Chinese

society. Although most of the welfare workers are not necessarily under the

direction of Taoists, their theory of recompense injury with kindness had

readily given a deeper inspiration to all welfare programs in China, As to

the social significance and value, we must give Lao-tsze the credit for

founding a self-sacrificing spirit in public relief and its future. Real-

istically speaking, the philosophy of Lao-tsze is the sounding-bell of

social salvation and his interpretation on Tao and Immortality gives us

the impetus to do what seems to be best in the serving of others.

So his followers sincerely follow him in the relief of human misery

and make the world a better place in which to live. After their works are

being done without receiving any reward from mankind, they will be, according

to their faith, received into the eternity of Tao. This is their hope and goal





E. Education

Chinese civilization is indebted to both Confucianism and Taoism for

their significant influence on learning. They have contributed good morals

especially to the Chinese, before the arrival of Christianity and other

religious groups in the Orient, From their social potencies Chinese

Scholars, philosophers, and statesmen were steeped and reared. How splendid

it is that everybody is enabled to have a fair chance to learnj Because

of their emphasis on learning, the scholars have always been regai-ded as

the first class in China. People are happy in telling the stories to

each other of how those poor mothers saved every penny for the education

of their children.

As soon as we realize that learning is the cornerstone of success,

and nothing can be accomplished without it, we are reminded of a very

important phase in the farewell address of George Washington. ** So far as

good government ought to be established on public opinion, how imperative

it is that opinion should be enlightened, (1) This is why the Puritans

emphasized in their first Massachusetts Law after they had settled down

on a new Isuid that, "Do not let the learning of our ancestors be buried in

the graves," (2) How tragic it would be if hinnan eyes could not read.

Let us look a^ain at the history of different ages. Heroes were destined to

succeed or fail, nations were destined to stand or fall, r^ces to conquer

or perish, all were determined by the degree of learning. Learning seems

to be the sword by which men can conquer everything, without it they can do

nothing. Therefore Confucius emphasized that man is the master of his own

(1) Washington's Biography
(2) Massachusetts Law, 1647





destiny; he can no more arrive at the Heavenly way without learning, than

a gem can "be turned to some use without being cut. Thus he continued to say,j!

" a superior man treasures up learning, he improves, rests, and is satisfied:

for to he fond of learning is to be near of knowledge." (1) It was this 1

ambition for learning which helped to make Confucius a great man, honored
|

by all ages of men in China.
|

Why is it that enthusiasm in learning is placed at such a high value

in a man's character? What has learning accomplished for the human race?

Confucius answered this question fully in these words. " Wishing to be sin-

cere in their thoughts, men should first extend to the utmost of knowledge.

Such extension of knowledge lay in the underja^ajidj^^ Life being

investigated and understood, then knowledge became complete." (2)

We are sure that the progress of our civilization rests on the under-

standing of life and the inventions of things. The improvement of life lies

in the emphasis of learning. We know the life of today is entirely different

from what it was yesterday. What has made the change? Inventors during
|

the passing years have been persistent and enthusiastic in their inventions;!

educators have been alert to better types of study in the schools; merchants

have been trained in business coileges; farmers have been guided and helped

in their study and improvement of agriculture; and all these have made the

modern life of today. Men are dull creatures indeed without learning; and

a race without it would soon perish. So Confucius' emphasis on learning

made a priceless contribution in the field of education and society as well.

Now the question arises as to why the marvellous, materialistic inven-

tions and improvements in Europe which grew out of learning could not have

(1) Confucius, " Great Learning", pp. 211-216

(2) Confucius, Great Learning", p. 384
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happened in China under her Confucian Cult? Or are there any defects in the

system which have influenced the people's philosophy of life that onemuat

reckon with? In answering these questions, let us think for a moment of what

"learning" does and means. Does it mean moral teaching, general education,

or materialistic inventions? Ifes Confucianism, with its emphasis on learn-

ing, worked out some inventions over a period of two thousand years? Yes.

The invention of gun-powder, printing presses, paper and compass might have

undoubtedly heen inspired by Confucius and the Ancients. Is the inspir-

ation which Cinese gained from Confucius two thousand years a^o, the same
|

as that which Europeans seciired from their inventive authorities in the last

few centuries? The cause of progress or stagnation of these materialistic

inventions may be oriented in the criticism of Dr. Chang Meng Ling, the

minister of Education of the Nanking Government. His words are as follows:

"In regard to the Confucian Cult, we, the educators, should analyse the defects

of its history and philosophy as comparing with those modern conceptions of

education. Confucius did emphasize learning and tried his best to reform

the society of his day. Is there a self-sufficient element in Confucianism

which led the followers to think always of what it has been , instead of

what it ought to be . and only has served to keep them behind the modern

inventions? Then we should not only blame Confucius himself, but the fail-

ures of his followers. As experience teaches us that there are three stagei

which we have to pass in our educational achievements; the first, SELF*SUFP-

ICIENCY; second, HUREIEB IMITATION; third, CREATIVE FOHwARD MARCHING. The

first stage has been passed and its responsibility has been assumed by the

followers of Confucius; the second stsige has partially been passed; but

the third is on the threshold, waiting to come and we hope it will come for
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otir creative educational expressions. We must preserve the beauty of our

cult, and try to adopt the things that are suited for the Chinese." (1)

Sociologically speaking, Confucianism has its merits as well as defects';

hut one thing which seems to he precious is the balance between learning and

its moral learning in the light of its moral usage, rather th&n its inven-

tive consequences.

Let us now consider Taoism and see how Lao-tsze is valued in the field

of education and how much he has contributed to China and people of China.

While learning was advocated by Confucius on the practical side, Lao-tsze

had struggled for its intellectual side. That is, to urge people to a

spiritual contentment which was bestowed by Tao. A man cannot be mentally

balanced unless both material and spiritual self be satisfied. Therefore

it is fair to say that Confucius has given the balance to material self

which includes the virtue of how to be good, and square our relations

with others; but Lao-tsie went further than that by balancing with the

spiritual need of the day. So long as both material and spiritual self

should be cultivated, satisfaction of material things may seem to be tem-

porary, while spiritual contentment is everlasting. That is to say, real

happiness lies in the eternal channels of man; but on the other hand,

the physical body and the eternal soul have to be cultivated in two diff-

erent ways, the scientific and the philosophical.

Science teaches us the facts of how to control things and make use of

them, but philosophy applies the dynamic of how those facts are to be inter-

preted and reasoned out. This is what Taoism contributes to the people and

to society. In other words, science creates the power to make a better

(1)
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world for the individuals of society, while philosophy transforms the better

individtial for the "better world.
|

As a result of pushing forward and doing things which was held by

Confucius, Lao-tsze went to a deeper expression, holding that if the

inner man of each individual is purified by Tao, society and the world will

proclaim peace and good order also. Society, according to Lao-tsze, can be

transfomed only when the hearts of all individuals are purified by the

process of Tao. A man must shed his passions, selfish desire, jealousies

and hatreds first, and then he will be preserved entire and the essence

of Tao will go into his heart.

Now, where is the starting-point of education by which man can train

himself to appreciate spiritual values? Should we train ourselves to the

satisfaction of materialistic ends of life or to the spiritual or eternal

entities? V/hy does education sometimes fail to diminish crime and to safe-

guard society from corruption? Why does learning fail to stop war, and why

is education unable to bring justice emd peace into the world? Is there

something wrong with the human heart? Lao-tsze has answered these questions

in various ways. He tells of compassion, economy, humility with which the

road of Sternity is paved are the guiding principles for man to appreciate,

the spiritual values of life.

Therefore he says, " He who dies and perishes not, enjoys eternity", ( 1)

The reason why the above evils are continuing in the world, is emphasized

by Lao-tsze, is because men only learn how to polish up the superficial or

outward knowledge, and neglect to foster the growth and cultivation of their

inner men (souls). Out of his complete sincerity with a masterly mind, he

(1) Lao-tsze, »'Tao-Tih-King»», p. 245





spoke without lowering his voice, advocating the practice of self-sacr if icei

and the compensation of injury with kindness. This is considered as the

greatest contrihution of Taoism to Chinese life before other religions came

in for the approval of their social values. This is what Taoism insists in

the field of education in regard to the abolition of polishing the super-

ficial self, outward knowledge, for the use of cultivating the "inner man".

2. CONFUCIANISM, TAOISM AND CHBISTIANITY:

There is one great evil in the world, whether intelligent or stupid,

or they know of right and wrong, human beings always strive for their own

|

selfish ends. Briefly speaking, whenever conflict appears between their

interests and those of other people, they will cheat, fight and even resort

to murder. Judging from this standard, they know what to do, and how to

do the right things, but they fail to do them. Is there lacking a spiritual

dynamic in the world to convert the human heart? V/hy should we hate our

enemies instead of loving them? Why should men be selfish for themselves

instead of looking to the welfare of their fellow^nen? V/hy should a well-

disciplined army kill thousands of innocent people in a few days? Instead

of being condemned, the army is honored and admired? Why should we condemn,

curse, and call him a criminal in case one man kills according to the law?

Where is justice and peace, though their names sound so sweet to the

conscience of man? All these evils and crimes cannot, as they have been

proved in the past, be fully exterminated by philosophies and moral teach-

ings? The more they preach and teach, the more chaotic the world seems

to bel Where is the power of learning by which the human mind is supposed

to become cultvired and trained? Evidence there is that some individuals
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no matter how cultured they may be, can commit the most crafty frauds which

the public could not punish because of their wisdom in avoiding punishment.

That is, without this spirittial dynamic to foster a good human heart, the

more learned men will be no more than educated criminals. Thus his wisdom

and strength soon become social curses rather than blessings.

Now comes the difference in social potency between Confucianism,

Taoism and Christianity. Science helps us to understand; Philosophy, logic

and moral teaching furnish us the opportunity to interpret, to reason, and

to gain a knowledge of truth; but Christianity supplies the spiritual dyn-

amic, the real energy to do what is right. Love is the only way by which

man can convince, or convert his enemy; and it was practiced first by Christ

in his uniqueness. It is a real inspiration in the history of mankind, this

theory of not conquering the enemy by sword but by love and self-crucifixion.

In concluding evaluation of these three, Confucianism, Taoism and Christ-

ianity, the result must be tested according to achievments in society. This I

means how they have worked in different ages ; and the differences among

them are to be known according to their services to society.

Let us take an illustration and suppose that Confucianism, Taoism are

like alarm clocks because they ftinctioned the same way as the clock tells

the time when we are to get up and to do certain things at a certain time.

If we waste our time and do not listen to the alarm bell, our life record will

become shorter and shorter day after day until at last we become old, have
|

accomplished nothing and are good for nothing. It is simply because that
j

time, once lost, never comes back. So Confucius and Lao-tsze had warned us

of the day of Judgment in the same tone as alarm clocks render us the time-

service every day. They have opened their mouths wide and shouted with alarm





in their voices for repentence, justice and 'benevolence. They have called

attention to the people to awaken from evil, wrong-doings and sins, to walk

on the eternal road of virtue and righteousness; for otherwise, as they told

us, we will receive the crops according to the seeds scattered. " The Jtstice'

of Heaven will punish the wicked, and reward the good." Undoubtedly some

of the people had been awakened and convinced that they had used their best

efforts to follow the road of virtue; but to some extent they entirely failed'

to achieve benefit as they should. This, however, may have been condoned by

the saying, "Fault is no more fault if repentence comes in", but their hy-

pocrisy of boasting that they are better, or at least not like others, piled

up their failures many times as high as they should have been. Anyhow,

these people have partially rendered good service in the saving of civiliz-

ation from going to pieces in the history of all ageg. Therefore both Con-

fucianism and Taoism have contributed good morals to China's citizens and

saved China and her people from decay.

Forthermore, there are some evils in the world with which we include

evil-doers with iron hearts and hardened souls can never be transformed, or

otherwise, without the spiritual d^amic power, -therefore it is quite true

that science and moral teachings have played a part in the plan to create a

better world for the human race; but they have failed absolutely in the

other half of the technique in bettering the world. They seem to be wait-

ing for dynamic power such as found in Christianity. The technique of

Christianity in the function of saving mankind is different from the above

philosophies. One reason is that no matter how loudly Confucius or Lao-tsze

shouted for justice and virtue, the evil-doers still sneered at them with

contempt, and evils were still increasing.





The more they preach emd shout the more chaotic and disorderly the world

will be. The salvation of the world must he found in Christ. Christianity
||

had been by the success or failue of its big responsibility, tested in its I

action. Many other religions have been tested and have failed, but Christ-|

ianity is fighting a desperate battle in conquering evils and yet has not

gained a full victory nor has it been an entire failure. It depends how

this religion works and how the followers are in the work of building a

Kingdom on earth. In the past, Christianity has not gained full victory

in making the world safe for democracy. Looking at its hiandred-year

existence in China, it has had satisfactory results in all social potencies
j

and relations. It has enlightened the minds of the people on the doctrine

of love, in the place where Confucianism and Taoism have failed. Therefore,

the writer has come to the conclusion that Christianity far surpasses the

other two philosophies by its spiritual love and service to society,

3.,_Cjon^twiaflism ,_Tao_l3ra ^n_d t.he New Nat i_ona,lis^ Mo_vemejit_

Dr. Sun Yet-sen, the George Washington*' of the Chinese Republic

and the founder of the New Nationalistic Movement, evaluated Confucianism,

and Taoism with its Three Principles of the People. " In order to realize

my Three Principles of the People which consits of Nationalism, Democracy

and Livelihood, we should change our whole philosophy of life to a forward

looking program. As a material fact, Confucianism and Taoism have con-

tributed to us good morals, but we must ask ourselves these questions; Have

philosophies in the past always brought us the undertow of the decaying

age? Do they challenge us to admire the good old days, instead of thinking

of what ought to be? They taught us how to maintain good relations among
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ourselves, but we axe now compelled to live with the w^rl4- world, and

greater still, a competitive world which allows only the fitted ones to

live. How C8U1 we adjust ourselves to the on-sweeping tide of such a world-

materialism? Their motivating force rests on the inventions and the

science of power; but our philosophies are emphasizing just the reverse.

Therefore we should shout loudly that philosophers had better philosophize

themselves, for we are no more the subjects of philosophies. We must live

among the most marauding and war-like giants. If we are not careful and

competent, we will be wiped out immediately. Let ua free ourselves from

the bindings of Confucianism and Taoisml Let us preserve the best of them

as far as is possible so as to create Chinese principles which will be

fitted for the Chinese, Those principles, according to my judgment and

experience, will certainly render the best service to our people and our

nation in many possible ways. They are my Three Principles of the People,

the Nationalism, Democracy and Livelihood, * (1)

Personally, Dr. Sun was a devout Christian and so his Character jus-

tifies the name. He did not seek to sx)eak with bias or personal favor

or faith, but rather with vision and careful study of these two systems,

speaking for the benefit of the people as a whole. He did not mean that

Confucianism or Taoism had not contributed something worth while to the I

society in their social potencies, but he simply spoke with emphasis on things

not as they are or have been, but as to what they ought to be. Confucianism

and Taoism never saw our modern inventions, neither have they imagined them;

therefore they were but men of the past and they should belong to the

ancients. No matter how intelligent they may have been, they Are out of

date, and China of today does not need the stale dressings of yesterday.

(1) Snn-Yet-Sen. **National Reconstruction". Introduction
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How can it be possible that their principles be all-embracing and forever

applicable to all ages: they need some change, because the social status

and the mood of life have been changed.

Moreover, as experience tells us, the dreams of yesterday have become

the fancies of today. Therefore we are pretty sure that the fancies of

today will undoubtedly be the reality of the world of tomorrow. The human

race is continuously improving. Aeroplanes of today are the imaginations

of yesterday. So to be wise in thinking logically regarding the things of

today, we ought to prepare for the world of tomorrow. Confucianism and Tao-i

ism, as judged from their social potencies, have had some influence on

^hineae society in the past. They are now the crumbling walls of the Ancients

on which modern cults dare take no risk in building, in spite of the fact

that New Nationalism is growing like a spring bud,

**hat is the New Nationalistic Movement? How is it appraised from

its social potencies? It is the science of adjustment of Chinese society

to the world, both internally and externally. Since China knows that she

has to live in the world family, she hasto make adjustments; so far as

adjustments are imminent, Confucianism and Taoism fail absolutely to render

this service. The eociety of the ancients was entirely a different type than

that of today. Then the social potencies from which Confucius and Lao-tsze

drew their inspirations of obtaining good morals have now become impracticab!

No matter how virtuous and peace loving a nation is, how can she protect

herself and her citizens from unreasonable attacks and exploitations? Is

not that the question which ought to be answered immediately? What should

a nation do in a proper and just way if robbers thrust daggers into her

flesh? Should she die soberly or sobbingly without expressing her grief?

e.





Should she avoid, if possihle, ^ defending herself from brutality?

Upon these questions Confucianism and Taoism were silent; But Dr. Sun's

"Three Principles of the People" offers possible solutions to the problems.

The New Nationalistic Movement teaches the people to learn to guard

their rights in their own territory. Whenever robbers come, the people will

know how to use the ri^ht in protecting their homes from robfeery. "It is

not right to rob others, but it is right to protect one's self from robbery"

said Dr. Sun.(l) In another sense, society is just like a house. It should

be cleaned of dirt quite frequently, ^hia is the job of those who love

the house and live in it. How wonderful it would be, if possible, to make

this public-home ( society) sweet and clean so that every resident may be

profited by its cleanliness. And so the Nationalistic Movement arises from

the interest and love of the members v/ho life in this public-home and their

desire to make it attractive and wholesome. Democracy gives the rules and

regulations for governing this home and sharing among its members the rights

and obligations.

Livelihood is the distribution of food among its family members and

working out the problem of being properly fed. Therefore, thisNew National-

istic Movement, as it is continuing in its practice, will eliminate all the

residues of Confucianism and Taoism. It fertilizes the "Garden of China" to

be fruitful and blooming in all her social activities.

(1) Sun Yet-sen , " Three Principles of the People " p. 211
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